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ditions. The national unemployment rate-the 
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Dear Mr. Chairman: 

In response to your request, we are reporting ;n employ- 
ment statistics as indicators of social change. We have 
reviewed the merits and drawbacks of existing sti:istical 
series and suggest a set of currently available statistics 
that your Committee could use on a regular basis to monitor 
labor market conditions. 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL’S EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS PROVIDE A 
REPORT TO THE BASIS F.R MONITORING SOCIAL CHANGE 
SENATE COHM ITTEE ON 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

;$sEST w-v 

Employment statistics, especially the un- 
employment rate and the number of persons 
etipl%ybd-, 

. _ _ _ - .- . _ 
are useful measures of the - 

.._ . -_. .._. - -_ -_ --. .--_-. .~ --.-. 

economic well-being of persons in our 
society and satisfy most definitions of 
social indicators. 

The unemployment rate is that proportion 
of the labor force which is unemployed. 
It is commonly used as an indicator of 
labor force utilization, economic hard- 
ship, and social stress. But the un- 
employment rate measures only certain 
very specific things. Used alone, it 
cannot reflect a number of important 
aspects of the employment situation. 

For example, the unemployment rate does 
not represent the number of hours worked 
by the employed or sought by the unemployed. 
It counts persons who worked as little ;JS 
1 hour in the survey week as employed, does 
not note reductions in hours, and counts 
unemployed persons seeking full-time and 
part-time work alike. It does not count 
discouraged workers or notice different 
intensities of job search or different 
productive potential. 

The unemployment rate is not an adequate 
measure of economic hardship. Unemployed 
individuals may have income from sources 
other than work or may be in ttouseholds 
and families which pool income to support 
their members. On the other hand, the 
earnings of many fully employed workers 
do not support a family of four at or above 
the poverty level. Others facing economic 
hardship are not in the labor. force and 
their situation is not represented by the 
unemploymen t rate . 

a. Upon removrl, the report 
cover date should be noted hereon, i 
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There appears to be a statistical relationship 
between social stress measures such as ill- 
ness, crime, and the unemployment rate. How- 
ever, such relationships do not necessarily 
imply that unemployment causes illness or 
vice-versa. Because these problems exist 
amonq the employed and people not in the 

< labor force as well as unemployed persons, 
other explanations are possible and perhaps 
more important . 

-- -- -- ---.-__ ___ _ _ ---.- .-_.. -__ _._ __ 
Technical problems in measuring the- unemploy- 
ment rate may affect the ability to compare 
unemployment from place to place and time to 
time. Problems in the State and local area 
estimation methodology, the seasonal adjust- 
ment procedures 8 census undercounts, and re- 
sponae bias are discussed in this report. 
Soe i al c!ranges , such as the shifting age and 
sex composftiqn of the labor force and changes 
in public programs, may also affect the sta- 
tistics over time, possibly altering the 
meaning of given values of the statistics. 

The unemployment rate was designed as a broad 
and general indicator of labor force use. 

-- .--- . . 
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Most-of the 1 imitations discussed above are 
inherent in an indicator of this sort which, 
by its very nature, cannot describe all rele- 
vant aspects of the employment situation. 
But many other statistics are available 
regularly fron Government and private sources 
and can fill most of the gaps in information 
that would result from using the unemploy- 
meni rate alone. 

It would be impossible for a decisionmaker 
to handle and understand the enormous volume 
of data which would result from trying to 
use all these statistics on a continuing 
basis. But by displaying a few well-chosen 
statistics, it is possible to develop a 
reasonably complete picture of conditions 
in the labor market. While this set of 
social indicators for the employment sector 
would not automatically tell a decisionmaker 
which policies to choose, they would help to 
reveal trends and emerging problems. 
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GAO prepared a list of suggested employment 
indicators after rcviawing the available 
statistics and cor,diderinq those used in 
the employment czt:: tions of other social 
indicator reports, such as those prepared 
by the Organization for Economic Coopera- 
tion and Development and by the U.S. Govern- 
ment. GAO’s list is composed primarily of 
statistics from the Current Population Survey. 
These are supplemented by statistics from 
other sources on work hours and earnings, 

‘EXnqe benef its , job. satisfactian-i -and occupa-- - -.- .---.--_ _.. -_ -- ._-_ 
tional health and safety. 
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CHAPTER 1 m-1_-- 

INTRODUCTION -w---- 

In September 1976 the Senate Committee on Human Resources 
requested that we (1) help develop an operational social in- 
dicator system focused on effiployment and (2) examine the po- 
tential of present employment statistics as social indicators. 
In the letter ,(Senator Karrison A. Williams, Jr., Chairman of 
the Committee, stated that the Committee was hoping that it 
could “add to its inventorlr of information devices an opera- 

tional social- -&n&-c-atsr s-yseem- to assi-st -in our decision-. -- -...- _ -_..-.- - 
making in the budget pr~ccas.~ 

INTEREST IN SOCXAL AND ECONOMIC DATA -- ---I_---- 

In recent years, both the Congress and the executive 
branch have expressed a growing interest in concepts and 
data which describe social and econon;ic well-being for use 
in pub1 ic decisionmaking. The Congressional Budget and In?- 
poundment Control Act of 1974, Public Law 93-344, requires, 
in section 703(a)(4), that the House and Senate Budget Com- 
mittees study ways to develop *techniques of human resource 
accounting and other means of providing noneconomic as well 
a5 economic evaluation measures.” Although there is universal 
agreement that systematic social data adds to public awareness 
a,ld provides perspective to decisionmating, there are diffcr- 
ences concerning operational definitions of social indicarors 
and their potent ial usefulness in pub1 ic decisionmaking. 

SCOPE OF REVIEW ----m--e 

We reviewed the development of social indicators and 
the!r current USC in policy analysis and public decision- 
making. We evaluated the conceptual and technical perfocm- 
ante of the best known employment and unemployment statistics 
and itnalyzed several social reports, noting their employment 
contents and the data requirements for constructing a report. 
The characteristics and availability of data series proposed 
as possible contents of a report were also examined. 

Social indicator research is occurrirrq in many areas. 
The report briefly reviews the directions of this research 
but focuses on what could be made operational now. Much of 
+,he current social indicator research is not directly apoli- 
cable to policy problems. 
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Our review was done from our headquarters, Washington, 
D.C., during October 1976 to June 1977. We interviewed per- 
sonnel from the Statistical Policy Division, Office of Man- 
agement and Budget (OMB) , (now Office of Federal Statistical 
Pol icy and Standards, Department of Commerce); the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics (BLS), Department of Labor1 the Congres- 
sional Research Service: the Center for Coordination of Re- 
search on Social Indicatora, Social Science Research Council; 
and present a;rCJ former staff of the Committee on Human Re- 
sources. As agreed with the Committee, we did not obtain 
comments from any of the Federal agencies or other group8 - - _ ._ -_~-.-_ . ..-.-_. - ---- --. - - from wh6M we 8ougRt-. ~n.formation* -- - - . _.-_._ _ _ . - . 

CUTLINE OF THE R&PORT I_--------I_ 

Chapter 2 discusses several concepts and definitions of 
aocfal indicators. The usefulness of social indicators as 
congressional information tools vat iee with the definition, 
as does the prospect of an operational system in the near 
future. Horeover, many of the more apparently desirable 
social indicator concepts are the ones furthest. from becoming 
operational. At present, a social report, In which indica- 
tors are employed to describe social conditions and monitor 
social change, is the most operational system. However, many 
social concerns and objectives do not have quantitative meao- 
ures, or have only a few that are collected with established 
and consistent methodologies. 

In chapter 3 the available employment statistics are 
examined for their performance as social indicators. The 
statistics satisfied many criteria and descriptions of scial 
indicators. However, the interpretation of the data was 
nonetheless open to debate because of differences about eco- 
nomic theory and individual values. Some attention is givtirl 
to ‘he effects cf technical methodology on the performance 
of trle statistics as social indicators. The employment sta- 
tistice examined were chiefly those produced by the Current 
Population Survey and the establishment employment survey. 

The development of a demonstration social report on em- 
ployment and unemployment is discussed in chapter 4. Inter- 
national and national reports are examined to identify the 
requirements of a report system and the types of concerns 
and specific data series to be included. The examination of 
reports and data series reveals that some important topics 
have little available information. Problems of obtaining 
data, specifying the desired level of detail, specifying the 
appropriate frequency, and data management are discussed 
briefly. 
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CHAPTER 2 -----_ 

SOCIAL INDICATORS AND SOCIAL INDICATOR SYSTEMS -- ----- 

In recent year8 both the Congress and the executive 
branch have been interested in concept8 and data to describe 
and evaluate social well-being. At the same time, they have 
sought ways to evaluate programs as effective or efficient in 
enhancing or supporting social well-being. Sot ial sc iences 
and management sciences have been asked to create information 
and processes which help in decisionmskinq. 

The Congress has expressed its intent to add new infor- _. - .-. .-.. -_.-.--. .~.-.- __.. ----__ _ __._ 
mstion and processes-to-~-c~Tsionmakmg- in sevc-ral rcccrit- Saws. - .- 

. - 

In section 703(a) (4) of the Congressional Budget and Impound- 
ment Control Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-s344), the House and 
Senate Budget Committees are required to study ways to develoD 
“techniques of human resource accounting and other means of 
providing noneconomic as well as economic evaluatiozl meas- 
Uff?S.” The act also requires long-term projection of funding 
levels, which implies projections of future nocial us weli as 
economic cond it ion8. The House Committee Reform Amendments 
of 1974 require most standing committees of the House to 
u’ndcrtake futures research and forecasting of their rcspon- 
sibilities in concrete and quantitative terms. The Congrca- 
sional Off ice of Technology Assessment is directed in the 
Technology Assessment Act of 1972 (Pub1 ic Law 92-484) to 
asse88 the probable effects of technology. The declaration 
of purpo8e of that act dirccta that the “physical, bioloqicnl, 
cconom ic , sot ial, and political effecta” be examined. Social 
indicator8 and various collections of social indicator8 have 
bean proposed to satisfy these requirements. 

In this chapter, definitions of social indicators and 
method8 of presenting and using social indicators are re- 
v icwed . The relationship between social indicators and syn- 
terns (organized collections) of social 90~18, social accounts, 
or social models is discus8ed. The concept of a social rc- 
port, which is also an organized collecticn of social indics- 
tors, is presented. Recent reports are described. 

DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND ------------------ 

“Sot ial indicator” seem8 to be a general label for the 
social statistic8 employed in many different proposals of 
social description, explanation, and evaluation. Several 
definitions of social indicators exi8t. Some are more demand- 
ing or restrictive than others. “Social indfcator8” may be 
defined as statistical measurements of social conditions. 
Other definitions appear to be variations of this definition, 
which specify tasks for indicators to perform or limit the 
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number of indicators to a fractior. of the many available 
statistics. 

C’lne well-known definition has normative significance. 

“A social indicator * * * may be defined to be 
a statistic of direct normative interest which 

--- facilitatesconcise, compr=hensive .and.-balnnc-d __.___ 
judgments about the conditio,? of major aspects 
of 3 society. It ;.s in all cases a direct meas- 
ure of welfare and is subject to the interpreta- 
tion that, if it changes 11~ the ‘right’ direc- 
tion, while ether things remain equal, things 
ha1.e gotten better, or people are 'better off.’ 
Thus statistics on the number of doctors or 1 
policemen could not be social indicators, ,’ 
whereas figdres on health or crime rates could 
be. X large Fart of our existing social sta- 
tistics are thus immediately excluded from the 
category of social indicators, since they are 
rezordc; of public cxpendikures on social pro- 
grams or the quantity of inputs o< one kind or 
another used for socioeconomic purposes.” l-/ 

-- - 

This definition is associated with developing social goals or 
targets. ;n other defirhitionz,, sQcia1 indicators are social 
statietlcs which show historical variations with social 
chailges, are time series components of a social system model, 
or are items in a ystem of social. accounts. 

Social indicators received increased attention at the 
time of the publicatioi: in 1966 of “Social Indicators,” 
edited by Raymond Bauer. 2/ The book was funded by the 
Nadional Aeronautics and &ace Administration to encourage 
social scientists to assess the social impact of the space 
program. Within this book and elsewhere about the same time, 
social SC!. tists pointed out thzt there were no measures 
of many soc:lal concerns and that many existing measures were 
poorly designed or rarely collect :d. At the same time, others 
proposed the development of a system of social accounts or 
another system which could track the occurence of social 
change and present a fulltr accoontinli of the bonefits and 
costs of social prrqrams. National income accounting and 
----a-- 

i/U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and ‘Xelfare, Toward 2 
Social Report, January I.?, i9CC, -y. 97. --- 

Z/Bauer , Raymond A., r::. , Jaci,i :. 4ic:.:?rs, The M.I.T. 
Fress, Camtr idge, Mass., - 7s: 

- - ---- 
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benefit and cost analysis have been presented as the models for 
these suggestions. Proposals for social reports were also made. 

In 1967 congressional interest in social accounts and 
related information was expressed in the Pull Opportunity 
and Social Accounting Act. The bill proposed a social ac- 
counting system and a Council of Social Advisors that would 
provide the contents of an annual social report from the 
President to the Congress. The bill was introduced, with 
some modifications, in later sessions of the Congress 

- ..- .--- .-.- - --throwh. 1973..-hut-was never- passed- in both Souses, --!‘Social-- -~ --- . 
Indicatcrs 1976,” issued in -December 1977, by the U.S. De- 
par tmen t of Commerce, is the latest Government publication 
of social indicators. 

Much of the enthusiasm for social indicators is based on 
expectations that improvements and extensions of quantitative 
social measurement would mean more social information’ was 
available anZ relevant to social policy decisions. For some 
people f social indicators are whatever social statistics are 
useful in these efforts. For other people, the interest in 
social indicators has been less immediately policy oriented. 
The latter group accepts social statistics, whatever their 
present apparent welfare significance, as social indicators 
if they show a consistent relationship to social change. 

These groups have sometimes been divided into the sup- 
porters of social goals, accounts, and models and the sup- 
porters of social reports. The groups are not completely 
separated. They use each other’s insights and research but 
often emphasize different issues. 

SOCIAL GOALS, ACCOUNTS, AND MODELS 

Public decisionmakers face many levels of policy ques- 
t ions. Stated generally, they include (1) What are national 
social conditions? and (2) Where change is wanted, what can 
Government do to cause social change as efficiently and 
equitably as possible? 

To describe well-being and plan to change it requires an 
objective statement of a welfare function. Such a statement 
n.ight say that social well-being is related to levels and 
changes in employment, education, health, public safety, enter- 
tainment, income, and more. A subfunction might describe em- 
ployment well-being as dependent on employment opportunities, 
wages, hours, fringe benefits, job safety, job satisfaction, 
job stability, career opportunities, and other variables. 

Two problems complicate the development of the welfare 
function. One is the specification of the variables in the 
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function, and the second is the specification of the form of 
the function (Is well-being the sum or product of the vari- 
ables, and what are the coefficients and signs on the vari- 
ables, etc.?). The efforts at national goals, quality of 
1 ffe indexes, accounting sys terns, and models have ali been 
related to solving or simplifying these problems. 

The developmert of national goals and concerns is viewed 
differently by different groups. For some this means propos- 
ing general national ptfnciples. For others it means propos- 

--- ing-specific measures-and quantitative- tatgets-for--concerns----. 
believed to be components of national well-being. . There have 
been two recent discussions of national goals--the President’s 
Commission on National Coals (1960) and the U.S. National 

, 

Coals Research Staff (1970). Deithec group recommended spe- 
cific measures or targets , al though both discussed areas which 
they believed to be components of national well-being. 

\ 

I 
Setting quantitative targets for specific measure; to 

increase national welfare assumes some (unstated) relation t 

between these targets and social well-being. 
, 

It also assumes 
that planners understand the interactions which will occur as 
several actions are taken simultaneously. The gaps between 

1 

present social conditions and the more optimal state can only t 
indicate the efforts that must be made. An example ~2 a single i 
specific goal is a C-percent unemployment rate. The arguments i 
about setting this as a goal reflect different opinions about 
the best method of improving social well-being. I ! 

There have been some “shorthand” efforts at combining 
various proposed quality-of-life ‘indexes. These index values 
are actually sums {or products) of the values of variables 
which match someone’s concept of the good life. The measures 
are presented as scales with good and bad directions and are 
combined in a weighted formula. The weights represent the 
compiler’s judgment about what are the more -important 
concerns. A specific index would have general acceptance only 
if most people accepted that the concerns (and the measures 
chosen for them) represented ‘what matters,” and that they 
matter to the degree indicated by the weights. &/ 

I 
- - -  

i/We used concepts similar to these in a 1977 report on the 
well-being of a sample of older people in Cleveland, Ohio, 
in which the older people were assessed as having eight 
levels of functioning, from unimpaired to extremely im- 
paired, in areas of social status, economic status, mental 
health, physical health, and ability to do daily tasks. In 
some cases, these assessments were combined to represent 
overall well-being. “The Well-Being of Older People in 
Cleveland, Ohio ,” (HRD-77-70, April 19, 1977). 
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To discover from the people what priority they give to 
different goals and how they describe their own well-being, 
social scientists have turned to subjective social indicators. 
Measures of life satisfaction and domains of satisfaction 
have been studied from attitude and opinion surveys, such 
as the National Opinion Research Center’s General Social 
Survey, repeated each year since 1972. According to this 
survey, the high priorities given to four national problems-- 

-.- --lhalU.ru. the-rising crime-rate ,” _ “protecting -the NAtion’s 
health,” -- ---- “dealing with drug addiction,* and “protecting the -- - -__ . - ___ 

environment” --have remained relatively stable between 1972 
and 1975. 

In other research, the importance of certain domains to 
overall satisfaction with life has been studied. L/ Personal 
or family relationships are clearly important, but the inter-, 
actions of sources of satisfaction are extensive. ,Ai the ! 
same time, subjective satisfaction in domains like the job, : 
housing, money, and income are not necessarily correlated 
with high measures of objective life conditions. These types 
of findings reveal some of the complications in identifying 
and measuring components of well-being and the problems in 
adding together indivjdual welfare functions. 

Systems of social accounts have been sought to (1) relate 
education, health, income, safety, and other social concerns 
to each other and to social well-being and (2) reveal how a 
change in inputs in one area will affect the outputs or out- 
comes of the others. Accordi!lg to Bertram M. Gross, one of 
the earliest proponents of social accounting: 

-* * l the state of any nation at any period of 
time--past, present, or future--can be analyzed 
in terms of two interrelated, multi-dimensional 
elements : system structure and system perform- 
ante. The elements of system structure deal 
with the internal relations among the system’s 
parts, the elements of system performance with 
the acquiring of inputs and their transfcrma- 
tion, into outputs.” 2/ 

i/“Quantification of the Unquantifiable,” Mosaiz, Sept.-Cct. 
1975, National E .ience Foundation: and Mmchneider , * The 
‘Quality of Life’ and Social Indicators Research,” Public 
Administration Review, May/June, 1976, pp. 297-304. 

z/Rertram M. Gross, 
Accounting ,n 

“The State of the Nation: Social System 
in Bauer, 9. cit. 
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Kenneth land has explained the reason for pursuing social 
accounting systems and their relevance to social models. 

“Various social ecientj sta * * * have observed 
that one of the main obstacles to the construc- 
tion of models of social conditions other thna 
economic conditions has been the lack of a sys- 
ten, of ‘social accounts’ comparable to the 
‘naticrlal income and product accounts’ * * *. 

_. -.- _ .._ .__..___. The- latt~r-accounts-prcvlde a systema-tic compil- --------. 
ation of economic data into the basic variables 
used in the construction of macroeconomic models. 
Some ana’kogous framework would be useful in set- 
ting out the social indicators to be determined 
in a model. Moreover, social accounts could 
provide social indicator models with a framework 
for building an internally consistent system of, 
equations which determines many social indica- 
tors simultaneously, a function thc;t the na- 
tional economic accounts perform in the case 
of econometric models. Of course, macror~~odels 
can be built without an accounting framework, 
and, indeed, this is just what happened in eco- 
nomics in the pre-Keynesian era. Thus, to ex- 
plain variations in particular social indica- 
tors, one could proceed by utilizing various 
middle-range sociological theories. However, 
piecing these parts together into a consistent 
system woulo be difficult without some under- 
lying social acc0untir.g framework.” .A/ 

However, efforts to develop these systems suffer by 
comparison to economic accounts and input-output tables 
because they do not have a common accepted unit of measure 
for the components of well-being and because the relation- 
ship between components is often unknown and unmeasurable. 

Demographic accounting , which has been proposed, is a 
tyoe of social accounting which track; the movements of 
popc;lation groups through socioeconomic states. It uses 
the parson as the unit of measure. By defining different 
states and counting as people change from one to another, 
-m-m- 

L/Kenneth C. Land and Marcus Felson, “A General Framework for 
Building Dynamic Macro Social Indicator Models: Incl ud ing 
an Analysis of Change in Crime Rates and Police Expendi- 
tures,” 
pg. 565. 

American Journal of Sociology, November 1976, 

__ ..-.---- 



predictable, if not causal, relationships ,can be found. The 
wcrk of Richard Stone for the United Nations and on England 
and Wales is an example of this. l/ However, the state a 
person is In does not translate into a state of well-being. 

Nestor E. Terleckyj has produced a social goals account- 
ing system which relates the measures of several social con- 
cerns to specific activities or production of certain goods. 
Be describes the system as: 

n* * * an attempt to devise an analytical frame- 
war k for systematically assessing exi-s-ting possi- _ _ __ ____.._. ,. ____. _ ._ . __. -----. - 
bilItce%for 

_ - - ---- 
social change measured by a set of 

quantitative indicators. More specifically, it 
focuses on the possible sources of change in 
specific social conditions that represent major 
aspects of the quality of life.” .?/ 

As Terlechyj stakes, this system is experimental and 1 imited. 
in scope. 

Social systems ,uodels try to explain social change by 
identifying the more important influences on behavior and 
specifying any interr\?lationship. The models allaw predic- 
tions to be made and are useful in providing explanations. 
The interest rn historical explanations is often associated 
with an interest in social forecasts. Historical explana- 
tions and future predictions rely on the analysis of time 
series. Projections and time series explanations do no2 
necessarily require precisely the same variables as those 
involved in careful cross-section explanation of different 
levels of a concern. Demography and mathematical sociology 
have had some success and offer prospects for developing 
projections and both types of explanations. 

Social forecasts are necessary ingredients in policy plan- 
ning and policy evaluations--in all forms of “what if” prob- 
lems. Choosing the likely relationship between influential 
variables and predicting a direction and especially a value 
for these variables makes forecasting more than mechnical. 

&/United Nations Secretariate, Towards a System of Social and 
Demographic Statistics’, preliminary version, United NaE[iona, 
New York, July 24, 1973. Document ST/STAT 68, 1 imited d is- 
tribution; and Richard Stone, Demographic Accounting and 
Model Building, --I-- Organization for Economz Cooperation and 
Development, Par is, 1971. 

Z/Nester E. Terleckyj, Im rovements in the Q 
--+ 

uality of Life, 
National Planning Assoc ation, 1975, pg. 5. 
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Some policy analysts insist that social accounts and 
models will be useful only if they result in identification 
of policy manipulable variables, which are not necessarily 
the same thing as social indicators. Pol icy manipulable 
variables are variables which the responsible agencies can 
affect. They may, in fact, inclc;!o input variables, such as 
numbers of employment counselors or numbers of physicians, 
which some definitions of social indicators exclude. 

The.-denand -fox. evabmtion ffcriwtion an& proce.ss d-evel- 
-aped about the same time as the interest in social indicators;- 

_ _____. _ 

Anaiysts now generally agree that information to evaluate the 
performance or‘ specific programs does not come from social 
indicatc,& alone. Program evaluation tries to determine how 
much change in social well-being, as measured by changes in 
the values of specific components, resulted from the program 
efforts. A complete evaluation would require that all the . 
compnents affected by the program could be identified, 
measured , and quantified in a common unit with and without 
the program. Only then could perfect calculations of bene- 
fits and costs be made and a critique be given about the 
efficiency, equity , and legality of the program operation. 

Since social change occurs ccnstqntly, it i5 difficult 
to ascribe to a specific program. Control groc;gs and spe- 
cial experimentation procedures can be developed to measure 
change in specific social statistics. But the need to 
understand the social system and identify a priori where 
the effects of the program will occur and to express them 
in a common unit makes evaluation extremely difficult. It 
helps to explain the controversy about what to include in 
the benefit and cost calculations and what values to give 
the included items. 

The efforts made in goal setting, accounts, and models 
have not produced any widely accepted and complete products. 
They have demonstrated the complexity of describing well- 
being and have given policy181akers more understanding of the 
role of values and judgments in current decisionmaking. 

SOCIAL REPORTS 

Social reporting has attractions !or policy-oriented 
people ;nd people interested in monitoring social change. 
Social reports organize and increase the visibility of 
social statistics. This is the firot qcep in generating 
support for improving the statistics. Efforts to improve 
present social measurements include developing new data 
bases, replicating baseline or one-time surveys, performing 
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I social experiments for information about behavior, or con- 

ducting opinion and attitude research. They reveal the 
shortage of data in som subject areas. 

The reports also address the first policy question--What 
are national social conaitfons?-- although answering it depends 
on whether a framework for interpretation can be supplied. 
Reports do not actually present explicit welfare functions, 
but they can support the proposals of those who have explicit 
functions and explanatory frameworks. Reports allow users to 
give priority to the concerns they value. Reports can also 
make other interpretation difficult if they omit relevant 
measures . _ _ _ ____._._ _ . _ - - -. .____. _ __-.--- -- ._ - -- .-.. c- _ _ - - - 

Opinions differ about who should compile a social re- - 
port, having thereby the reeponsibility for selecting the 
more important social statistics. Should written inter- 
pretation be included and, if so, who should do it? Should 
the reprt include input vuriables or juet the outcomes-- 
although we may not have clear definitions of outcomes like 
health or educational opportunity? To whose advantage will 
the social report be-this year and 2, 4, or 6 years hence? 
Specific reports are subject to criticism for what they in- 
clude or omit. The decisions of the editors about what to 
include and how to interpret it are crucial. Essentially, 
the questions are: What describes well-being and shall the 
glass be described as half empty or half full? 

. 
People wha actually construct social reports are faced 

with a very large number of data series to consider and 
organize. One reason they follow the work of the social goal 
setters, accountants, and modelers is to obtain information 
about which data series seem more important and appropriate 
to include. In turn, the data developed for the reports are 
obviously the tools of the accountants and modelers. 

In the last days of the Johnson administration (Jan. 
19691, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
issued a brief report, which attempted to assess seven areas 

i of social concern--health and illnessr social mobilityr the 

I 

physical environment; income and poverty1 public order and 
safety; learning, science, and art; and participation and 
alienation. “Toward a Social Report” was viewed as a “pre- 
liminary step toward the evolution of a regular system of 
social reporting” but also devoted a portion of its con- 
tents to discussing the problems of social reporting. It 
stated that it did not contain values for many of the indi- 
cators which would have been preferable and most directly 
useful because the Government did not produce the desired 
type of statistics. It found no shortage of statistics and 
did not point to improper decisions about what to collect. 
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Instead, it claimed that too many of the available 
statistics were the byproduct of management information re- 
quirements and were not direct measures of welfare. More- 
over, the total statistical output resulted fLom unrelated 
decisions about what statistics to collect. Fcr specific 
social concerns, such as health or employment, there is no 
one complete measure but rather many measures of possibly 
related conditions. The report encouraged eventual aggrega- 
tion of social statistics but recognized problems in doing 
this. It expressed the need to integrate separate social 
statistics and aspects of welfare into a framework of na- 

-----tioiia~--prioritias--wi-tk-~fofrn~ton about-p-earn ef-fects to 
inform Government decisionmakers. 

The report a year later of the National Goals Research 
staff, n Toward Balanced Growth : Quantity with Quality,” 
repeated some of the same major areas--environment, learn- 
ing , and basic science. It also looked at different areas-- 
population growth, consumerism, technology assessment, and 
econom ic growth . 

A subsequent publication, “Social Indicators 1973,” 
produced in 1974 by OMB and the Bureau of the Census, did 
not discuss what desired measures of well-being would be and 
proposed no present or future applications of the available 
data. It consisted chiefly of charts, graphs, and tables of 
social statistics available in health, public safety, educa- 
tion, employment, income, housing, leisure and recreation, 
and population. Users were expected to have standards and 
procedur&s with which to assess the individual data acries 
and relate them to each other. The statistics were described 
as output data, but no statements of desirable or “normative” 
levels of the statistics were provided. 

“Social Indicators 1976” does not contain direct norma- 
tive assessments either but does include, where available, 
comparisons with other countries and information about public 
perceptions and attitudes. In 1976 the Bureau of the Census, 
under the guidance of OHB, produced a monthly magazine, 
STATUS, which contained charts, tables, and graphs of social 
conditions. The magazine is no longer produced. Currently, 
there is no plan to repeat the “Social Indicators” volumes. 
However, separate statistical publications are produced in 
education, health, employment, housing, population, income, 
and pub1 ic safety by the responsible agencies. High1 ights 
of the etatistics are contained in the Census Bureau’s “Sta- 
tistical Abstract of the United States.” The statistics are 
frequently the byproduct statistics referred to earlier and 
are not related to each other or assessed in text or visual 
presentations, except by comparison over t fme. 
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SUMMARY ---- 

Of the three types of social indicator systems which 
have been proposed since the mid-1960s--social accounts, 
social models, and social reports--social reports are most 
easily made operational. The descriptive use of social sta- 
tistics is not, however, as powerful as the uses proposed for 
accounts or models: reports do not directly provide explana- 
t ions, pred ic t ions, or pol icy dec i:i ions. Reports can, more- 
over, be controversial and challenging to construct, in part _ - _ . ._ because the report- f ramewock,-or-l-ack-of- it, -is- obvious-ly- -- 
the judgment of the compilers. 

- - -- 

Reports, however , can be constructed now. In construct- 
ing an overall social report, or a report for any area, such 
as employment , the structure should identify and reveal the 
repor t’s concerns. What the report is about should be clear, 
and the report’s statistics should be representative of this 
group of statistics. Definitions of the cateqor ies it uses 
should be known, and superior techniques of data collect ion 
and analysis should be required. 

Efforts to construct reports from available data reveal 
that the determination and expression of basic qoa?s and con- 
cerns and the development of methods of measurement orocecd 
better toqether. Social concernri are often multidlmcnsional 
and coapl ica ted. They can be hard to represent adequately 
in sinqle and simple measures. Such measures often capture? 
only part of the concern and then only by requirinq arbitrary 
ca tcgor iza t ion. 

The relationship of the unemployment rate, the best known 
and best developed employment statistic, to employment con- 
cerns is an excellent example of this problem. Contempor ar y 
employment data concerns have become more complicated than 
getting “any” work, which was the challonqe ot the 19303 ;nd 
1940s when the employment and unemployment d?fin i tlons were 
estahl ishcd. While increased employment is still a qoal, 
there are now other employment concerns as well. 
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CHAPTER 3 --------- 

EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS AS SOCIAL INDICATORS ---------.-- ---- --------,. ----_---- -. 

The unemployment rate is the primary employment indicator. 
1t may be the single most visible government social statistic. 
Its monthly movements are tracked by government, business, 
labor, and pr ivatc citizens. At various times, the national 
rate is used to represent labor force utilization, income 
10s.~~ xml hardship., -an.d .soci-a1.. S_t_r_e_q% ___. _ _ _._-_ _ _ 

Tnis chapter describes the definitions of employment 
and unemployment and the methodology of data collection and 
evaluates the perbormance of the unemployment rate in its 
possible roles as a social indicator. One focus is whether 
the definitions of employment and unemployment represent all 
concerns about employment opportunities and conditions. A 
second focus deals with the ability of the present system to 
adjust to the demands for detail and accuracy placed on it. 

DEFXN ITXONS AND METHODOLOGY --s-w - --- ---m-1__- 

Measurement of the unemployment rate depends on defini- 
t ions of emp! oyment , unemployment, and the countable popula- 
tion. These definitions have! developed over many years. 
consuses in the 19th century sought to count “occupied” and 
“gainful workers,” but even through moat of the 193Os, counts 
of employed persons were incomplato and varied. Hy late 1940, 
however, the Works Progress Administration had initiated a 
monthly survey of a national sample of households. After . 
passage in 1946 of the Employment ,\ct (Public Law 79-304), 
stating that maxi-~.m employment Ward a public goal, more attcn- 
tion was directed +*a monitoring employment lcvcls. The con- 
cepts and methodology have been reviewed many times. Most 
recently they were revised in 1967 as the result of the 
1961-62 President’s Committee to Appraise Employment and Un- 
employment Statistics, chaired by Robert A. Gordon. A new 
review will be made by the National Commission on Employment 
and Unemployment Statistics authorized Lnder section 13 of 
the Emergency Jobs Programs Extension Act of 1976 (Public 
Law 94-444 I. 

“Employment” and “unemployment” have been defined pre- 
cisely so that data can be collected. The portion of the 
U.S. populatiun to be defined as in the labor force has also 
been de1 fnea ted. The definitions which have been developed 
affect the ability of the resulting statistics to represent 
all dimensions of t--;cpfnyment. and unemployment. 
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Each month the Bureau of the Census interviews a sample 
of the Nation’s households, asking about the activities of 
the member3 Jur;nq the week containinq the 12th of the month. 
The interviewers ask a carefully structured set of questions 
about each membt?; 16 years of age and over durinq the survey 
week. According to the responses of the individual contacted, 
each household member is categorized as employed, unemployed, 
or not in the labor force. 

The survey, called the Current Populatlon Survey (CPS), 
-is the largcs t monthly hou3e-hol&suN7?y- of -it*-- type- i-n -the-- . - - 
world. Since its beqinninq in 1940, the sample size has in- 
creased many times to provide more detailed information. In 
1976 the sample for national estimates contained about 
47,000 households. A slightly larger sample size--about 
56,000 to 57,000 households--was used in 1976 and 1977 for 
State and aelected local rutes. The eligible households come 
from every State and the District of Columbia. The expanded 
Sbmg: Z size produces data which meet B&S minimum levels of 
reliability en annual unemployment rates for 50 States and 
30 large mctropol ftan areas. The sample is designed to in- 
clude different geographic areas in proportion to the sizes 
of their respective populations. 

Each household surveyed appears in the sample fcr 4 con- 
secutive months, drops out for 8 months, and Is sampled aqsin 
for 4 months before leav!nq the sample entirely. The sample 
is large enough to produce monthly independent population con- 
trols for the national population by various characteciatics-- 
age, sex, race, marital status, household relaticnships, 
ethnic origin, occupation, and industry--with many possible 
cross-classif ications. 

A person is classff ied as employed if, during the week 
of the ,2th, hc or she performed 1 hour of work as a paid 
employee or at his or her own business, profession, or farm 
or worked 15 hours or more as an unpaid worker in a family 
bus incss . Individuals will be counted as employed althouqh 
not working if they had jobs or businesses from which they 
were temporarily absent for personal reasons, such as ill- 
ness or vacation or for bad weather or a labor dispute. 

If individuals did no work at all during the survey week, 
but had tried to find jobs within the previous 4 weeks and 
were c!lrrently available for work, they are counted as UR- 
employ4. Also unemployed are those not work inq who arc 
waitincj to be called back to jobs from which they had been 
laid off or who are waiting to report to new wage or salary 
joko within 30 days. The civilian labor force is all oerso:rS 
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16 years and over not in the Armed Forces who are employed 
or unemployed. “Not in the labor force means the person 
has no job and is not looking for one. 

/ \r 

The unemployment rate is the proportion of the civilian 
labor force which is unemployed. National unemployment (and 
employment) rates are also available by age, sex, race, mari- 
ts1 status, household relationship, ethnic or iq in, and broad 
occupation and industry breakdowns. 

__ ____ -.- -.- - -.. ..- _-__.-__ -- -- -.-- ---._. ,. -..- -.---- . -- 
The reported rates for these categories are subject to 

error according to the size of the subgroup in the sample. 
For most months of 1976, the chances were 67 out of 100 that 
the true national rate was within plus or minus 0.12 of a 
percentage point of the total sample rate and 95 out of 100 
that the true rate was within plus or minus 0.24 of a per- 
ten tago point . However, the ranges for teenagers at compar- 
able levels of certainty were plus and minus 0.56 and 
1.12 percentage points because the number of teenagers in 
:he sample is only part of the natfonal sample size!. 

The count of unemployed is composed of people who lost 
their previous jobs (:ob losers), who quit tbn!c previous 
jobs to look for other j&s (job leavers), new workers look- 
ing for their first jobs (entrants) , and persons looking for 
jobs after an absence from the labor market (rcentrants). 
Answers to a series of questions classify jobscekers in 
these groups. CPS also reports the duration, in weeks, of 
unemployment . From this data, an averace duration of un- 
employment is calculated. 

CPS data can also be used to produce employment rates. 
This means employment data is available by the same demo- 
graphic, occupational, industrial, and locational categories. 
These data can be compare4 to anotkar source of employment 
data--the establ fshmenr survey of nonagricultural employment 
(Bureau of Labor Statistics). This is a survey of about 
160,000 business estatliahments covering about 40 percent of 
payroll employmen t-- far larger than the household survey and 
conducted in much greater industry detail but without dcmo- 
graphic de tail. Generally, the two series move in the oarno 
way, but the differences in coverage and the differences in 
origin of data can produce some divergences. 

LAROR FORCE UTILIZATION INDICATOR w---e-- -----w- 

‘rho unemployment rate data are estimates of the number of 
people who want work but cannot find it. This is a measure of 
labor force utilization and an indicator of economic activity. 
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If the rate is not zero, some of society’s human resources 
are unused. As a measure of the extent and seriousness of 
this underutilization, however, the rate is subject to 
several criticisms. 

The unemployment definition counts the person looking 
for full-time work and the person looking for part-time work 
as equally unemployed. The employed definition counts the 
person working 15 hours a week after school and the person 

c working 40 hours plus overtime as equally employed. The 
present methodology ignores the loss of overtime, of second 
jobs, and of regular work hours unless all work time is lost. 

_~ _- ._- _.--.- _.- - . . -.. ..- ------- -.. -- --. _----- - .- -.--- 
Even during Hay 1975, when unemployment was at its post- 

Depression high, 22.9 percent of all full-time wage and 
salary employees (14.1 million persons: worked 41 or more 
hours at their jobs. Rowever, in Hay 1973, 27.1 percent of 
this group, 16.8 million persons, had worked 41 or more hours. 
Changes occurr ;ng in the numbers of people holding two or 
more jobs are also not reflected in the unemployment rate; 
rn the past 20 year a, from 4.5 to 5.7 percent of the employed 
population have held two or more jobs. 

Any loss in hours which does not take the total number 
of hours worked below 35 hours will not be noted in the 
employment survey as a chanqe from full-time to part-time 
work. Some Dart-time work is voluntary, but some is a reduc- 
tion in usual llours or is because of inability to find more 
work. 
jobs in 

Of the 16.1 million people who worked in part-time 
1976, 3.5 million described themselves as working 

par t-t ime because of economic reasons; i.e., slack work, 
mater ial shortages, repairs, 

’ during cha week, 
starting or stopping a job 

or inability to find full-time work. (The 
BLS definition of inability to find full-time work does not 
necessarily mean absolute inability; it is inability to find 
work at a wage rate or under working conditions acceptable 
to the respondent.) 

On the other har,d, unemployed persons seeking work are 
counted alike, as if all were seeking the same amount of 
work. Somewhere around a fifth of the unemployed, however, 
are looking only for part-time jobs. For many this is be- 
cause they are students. 
part-time work in 1976, 

Of the 1,414,OOO people looking for 
712,000 were 16 to 19 years old. 

Many were probably students. Others of the 1.41 million were 
women looking for part-time jobs because of their roles as 
mothers and homemakers. 
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The unemployment rate is also questioned as a measure 
of utilization because it does not record as available for 
work those persons who have told BLS they are out of work 
and not looking for work because they do not be1 ieve war k is 
available for them. These “discouraged workers” are reported 
as not in the labor force because they have not engaged in 
any form of job search&n the 4 weeks before the survey week. 
They are called discouraged because they report they believe 
no work is available in their line of work or area; they have 

_ _ _- -- ___. - ..-. -tr~ied -before but cottld-Iind--no,work;-they believe -they lack---- 
necessary schooling, training, skills, or experience; they 
believe employers think they are too young or too old; or 
they have other personal handicaps in finding a job. 

The numbers of these persons are reported quarterly; the 
first two reasons are represented as job market factors and 
the latter three described as personal factors. The numbers 
of these workers are not included’ within the labor force be- 
cause jobseeking activity rather than a stated desire for work 
is defined as the criterion for labor force participation. 

The labor force expands at different rates at different 
stages of the business cycle-- more slowly during downswings 
tha;: over the long run. In such times, an above-normal number 
of workers drop out of the labor force or fail to enter it, or 
both. Jacob Mincer has pointed out that some workers are, at 
the same time, pulled into or stay in the labor force to add 
to reduced or threatened incomes. L/ The groups particularly 
subject to these pressures include married women, school age 
youth, and people of retirement age: The number of added 
workers must be subtracted from the discouraged workers to 
get the cyclically motivated net change in the labor force. 
The discouragement effect does dominate in downswings, and 
labor fc ::e growth slows or stops. The data indicate that 
inhibited entries rather than discouraged withdrawals made 
up most of the decline in labor force growth in the 1970-71 
downswing. 

Mincer argues that the view of discouragement as a con- 
dition or an attitude resembling long-term unemployment is 
not supported by the BLS survey. Survey resuli- indicated 
that most discouraged workers were potential or former 
secondary workers not strongly attached to the labor force 
at present because of family responsibilities and the dis- 
courag ing cycl ical job aapec t , In addition, the question 
as asked in the survey does not ask what wage level is 
associated with the “wanted” job. 
----- 

l-/Jacob Mincer, “Determining Who Are the ‘Hidden Unemployed’“, 
Monthly Labor Report, March 1973, pp. 27-30. 
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The Cordon committee recommended using a relatively 
objective criterion of labor force attachment--making an 
effort to locate a job. l/ To be include: in the labor force, 
if not working, CPS requires that an individual have looked 
for a job in the previous 4 weeks in any of several methods. 
No distinction is made between those who looked repeatedly 
in many ways and those who tried one 
methods a job seeker might repor< 

way once. Among the 
are checking with a public 

employment agency, checking with a private employment agency, 
checking wi.th.an~_employer dir-ect-ly-I .___ talking with. friends and _ _ _ __-_. __ _. -. 
relatives about jobs, placing or answering ads, getting on a 
union or professional register , obtaining assistance from a 
community organization, or waiting at a designated pickup 
point. 

Subjective information about strength of attachment to 
the lator force is part of the total question of labor force 
capacity an’s utilization and is not resolved in the unemploy- 

.ment statistics. The kinds of fob search activities of the 
unemployed ,are reported monthly and annually, but the “quality 
of effort” is not. The job search activities of the un- 
employed will be more carefully examined when the results of 
a 1976 special supplement to CBS, the Survey of Job Seeking 
Activities, are released. 

. 

Aggregate: employment and unemployment counts do not dis- 
tinguish different abilities and levels of training possessed 
by different people. The labor market, however, to the extent 
it acts rationally and does not discriminate, does distin- 
guish. Employers try to hire those units of .labor which they 
believe can produce, in combination with the firm’s capital, 
output of value equal to or greater than a given wage rate. 
To some extent, the differences In skill level are revealed 
in the higher unemployment rates of inexperienced workers, 
particularly youth. If employers hire rationally, many of 
the unemployed mry be people with fewer proven productive 
abilities. No large-scale evidence about the wages sought 
by the unemployed and the wages offered to them have been 
available. Many of the manpower programs of the recent past, 
which have focused on education a?d training for the un- 
employed, seem to accept the argument that some of the un- 
employed lack skills needed by enployers. 

On the other hand, if the issue is Droductive capacity, 
employment does not always mean that an individual Is f uli 
ability to produce valuable goods and services is in use. 

- - -w-- -m 

i/President’s Committee to Appraise Empioyment and Unemploy- 
ment Statistics, Measuring EmpPoyment and Unemployment, --- M -- -- 
U.S., G.P.O., Washington, D.C., September 1962r- -- 
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Geographical, racial, sexual, or institutional barriers may 
prevent workers from competing in labor markets where their 
skills would be in demand. The employment definition does 
not require an optimal use of resources. 

__-- 

Even at the peak of the business cycle, unemployment 
will Occur as people quit jobs to look for new jobs, as 
people enter or reenter the labor eorce, and as firms lay 
off workers to go out of business or shift products or loca- 
tiona This unemployment is described as frictional. An ._ - .L-.- .._. - - _- _ .-.-___ 

-estimate of’.fr-rctional unemployment has n6k bee6 agreed upon -- 
-_ _ -- 

by economists, and consequently an estimate of a “normal 
turnover” level of unemployment has not been established. 
Another source of unemployment is layoffs from seasonal jobs 
or seasonal product shifts-- agricultural layoffs, post- 
Chr istmas layoffs , and model changes. The unemployment 
count.8 are addusted by a seasonal factor to minimize month- 
to-month dist’urbances in the announced rates. Both of these 
sources of unemployment occur over all stages of the business 
cycle. The individuals who experience the unemployment, of 
tour se, do not experience it any differently because it had 
unexceptional or noncyclical causes. Still the distinction 
is important to make and understand because appropriate policy 
actions differ. 

There have been efforts to improve on the unemployment 
rate as a measure of labor force utilization. One effect, a 
labor force time lost measure, is produced now and reported 
each month in the BLS employment press release. Data is 
collected in CPS which tells how many employed .persons worked 
full time (35 or more hours) and how many worked part time by 
choice or because full-time work was unavailable. CPS also 
reports whether ~unemployed individuals sought full-time or 
part- time work. 

Labor force time lost is the difference between 100 per- 
cent and the ratio of total staff-hours worked by the employed 
tolhours potentially available to the labor force. The cal- ~ 
culation requires some assumptions about the numbers of hours 
lost by the unemployed who are seeking full-time and part-time i , 
work and the employed working part time involuntarily. The 
calculation is shown on the following page. The labor force 
time lost measure moves over the business cycle in the same 
manner as the unemployment rate. It has always been numerf- 
tally greater than the unemployment rate. In 1974, it was 
6.1 percent, in 1975, 9.1 percent, and in 1976, 8.3 percent-- 
compared to unemployment rates of 5.6, 8.5, and 7.7 percent, 
respectively. It is a measure which should be more fully 
publicized because it much more adequately represents hours 
lost. (See table 1.) 
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Table 1 

Calculation of Percent of 
Labor Force Time Lost - 

or Utilized, 192 

Item Hours 
J L (COO omitted) 

(persons. at- _-_-.- .___ - __- - _ ._ _ .- - -_-_ -- 1, Total -staff-hours-~varked 
work X average hours - 
80,613,OOO X 39.0) (note a) 

2. Staff-hours imputed to persons with jobs 
but not at work (5,323,OOO X 39.0) 

3. Staff-hours provifled by economy 
(line’1 + line ,2) 

3,143,907 

207,597 --- 

3,351,504 

4. Staff-hours lost by unemployed: 
Persons seeking full-time 

work X atandard hours 
3,941rOOO X 37.5 - 147,788 

Persons seeking part-time 
work X hours of part-time 
workers 1,134,OOO X 18.3 = 20,752 168,540 

. 5. Staff-hours lost by involuntary part-time 
workers: 

Involuntary part-time X difference 
between hours worked and standard 
(37.5) workweek = 

2,943,OOO X (37.5 - 21.3) = __ 47,677 

6. Total staff-hours lost (line 4 + line 5) 216,217 

7. Total potentially available labor force 
time (line 3 t line 6) 3,567,721 

8. Time lost as a percent of available labor 
force time (line 6 - line 7) 

I 
9. Utilization of available labor force time 

(100.0 - line 8) 

Percent 

6.1 

93.9 
1 

I ( 

! 
a/In 1974 the average hours worked by all cull- and part-time 

workers was 39.0. 
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Julius Shiskin, Commissioner of Labor Statistics, has 
presented seven unemployment indicators capturing elements 
of labor force underutilization or severity of employment 
disturbance. The rates are not additive although they do 
represent higher numbers as they qo from U-l to U-7. They 
are compiled by BLS and are furnished to the Joint Economic 
Committee. They allow users to pick & indicator to follow 
over time according to their judqmen ts about what changes in 
the rate are significant. (See table 2.) _ -.- .._---_ - -- -- _______ _- _.- - - - _ _ ._ ----..-- . ---- - _ _ ---- -- _ _. ..- 

Table 2 -*- 

Seven Unemployment Ind ica tor s w--e- 

U-l thLo%h U-7 --- 

U-l Persons unembloyed 15 weeks or longer as a percent of 
total civilian labor force 

U-2 Job losers as a percent of civilian labor force 

U-3 U,remployed household heads as a percent of the house- 
hold head labor force 

U-4 Unemployed full-time job seekers as a per:ent of the 
full-time labor force (including those employed 
part time for economic reasons) 

U-5 Total unemployed as a percent of civilian labor force 
(official measure) 

U-6 Total full-time job seekers plus half part-time job 
seekers plus half total on part time for economic 
reasons as a percent of civilian labor force less 
half part-time labor force 

U-7 Total full-time job seekers plus half part-time job 
seekers plus half total on part time for xono%ic 
reasons plus discouraged workers as a percent of 
civilian labor force plus discouraged workers less 
half of part-time 1abGr force 

4 
Note : Reflects recent revisions of basic data, including 

seasonal experience through December. 

Many observers want to take account of changes in the 
composition of the labor force in interpreting the unemploy- 
ment rate. Labor force comparisons show that in 1976 adult 
males (20 years and over) were 54 percent of the labor force, 
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whereas in 1955 this group had been 65 percent of the labor 
force. The sectors of the work force which have grown, 
adult k>mcn and teenagers, both have higher unemployment 
rates than adult men. Thesc population groups have large 
numbers of entrants and reentrnnts to the labor force who 
have trouble obtaining permanent employment for evecal 
reasons. George Perry demonstrated that had the $ labor force 
composition in 1970 been the same in 1956, the overall un- 
employment rate. wouldhaveblrren-4_,4 percent. rnth_ee-.--&an __.. _ 
4.9 percent. lJ 

More recent adjustments to 1956 compositions performed 
by the Congressional Budget Offic o estimate that the present 
unemployment rates would be about 1 percent lower under that 
composition. 2/ The aging of the post-World War II b&y boom 
and the lower birth. rates o,f recent years will reduce the 
proportion of youth in the ,work force after 1980, but it is 
unclear when the increasing labor force participation rates 
of women will ievel off. i 

. 

The employment-population ratio, which is the proportion 
of the noninstitutionalized population 16 yeara of aqe or 
older that is employed, has been proposed aa an alternative or 
a supplementary measure to the unemployment rate, especially 
during times of changing labor force participation. Compilrf- 
sons of the employment-population ratio and the unemployment 
rate reveal that it is possible for high employment ratios 
to accompany high unemployment rates if the labor force par- 
ticipation rate is growing. While labor force participaticn. 
rates are responsive to changes in business activity, in- 
creases in the rates have been remarkably uninterrupted over 
the last decade or more. Increased participation by adult 
women and teenager 6, who move into the labor force primarily 
as unemployed new entrants and reentrants, ace the principal 
reasons for the increasing total rate. 

In the past 10 years, employment ratios have ranged 
from about 54 percent to about 57 percent, approximately a 
3-percent range, while unemployment rates have ranged from 
about 3.5 percent to about 9 percent, approximately a 
5.5-percent range. Arguments have been made that the 

t 
. 1 

L/George L. Perry, “Chanqinq Labor Markets and Inflation,” - 
Brook&s Paers on Economic Activity 3, Brookinqs Insti- em- 
mzn, Washington, 1 970, ppT-411-&K- 

2/Congressional Budget Off ice, Sustaininga Balanced Ex- 
pansion, Washington, D.C., Au=--1976, pg. 23. 
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embloyment ratio is a superior measure for labor force utili- 
zation and a preferable measure in explaining waqe and price 
changes, because it is not based on an arbitrary and a 
difficult decision concerning whether someone is unemployed 
or out of the labor force. 

The American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial 
Organizations considers that the official unemployment rate 
misrepresents the joblessness problem in a speciEi& way and 
each month since early 1976 has constructed, from Government 

-_-- --._. .~ _.. -_.-_-- fig_ures, p- figur-em which it considers more accurate It adds _- _.-.--. - ___ _ ___ -- -2 -- _.--.- 
to the offici’al count of the unemployed a number representing - - 
discouraged workers and a number representing half the people 
working part time for economic reasons. This has added over 
2 percentage points to the numbers of the unemployme,lt rate. 
For example, the official January 1976 rate was 7.8 percent, 
but the union’s rate wus 10.8 porccnt; jn Auqust 1976, the 
rates were 7.9 and 19.5 prrr’cent, respectively. 

INCOME HARDSHIP INDICATOR --em ---- 

One reason unemployment hurts on an individual or human 
scale is that it means the loss of wages. Most personal in- 
cone is received as wages and salar iea. However, the rela- 
tionship between employment and income has changed greatly 
in the last few decades. Many households have more than 
one earner, and the number and size of pub1 ic programs edtst- 
inq to transfer income have grown. 

Unemployment data do not represent “the need for work” 
or earnings. The data are collected about people who want 
to work, are looking for work, and have no work. People from . 
a variety of household arrangements, with or without nonwage 
income, can qualify as unemployed. 

Unemployment data available on a monthly basis tell 
very little about the household and family situation of the 
unemployed. Households and families have different defini- 
t ions, and only limited data are available monthly. Annual 
data are more informative but still leave gaps in the de- 
scr iptions, In 1976, for example, when 7,288,000 people were 
unemployed, 2,763,000, or about 38 percent, were heads of 
households. Some of these were heads of families or other 
9 rout= t and some were living alone. The remaining 4,525,OOO 
unemployed persons were secondary workers. l/ Many of the 
unemployed heads of households were not the-sole wage earners 
of the household. 
m-e---- 

i/U.S. Dept. of Labor, 
No . --=7. 

Em lo ment and Earni=, Vol. 24, 
1, January 1977, Table 

v--1--- 
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Unpublished BLS data for the first three quarters of 
1976 illustrates the presence of multiple earners in families. 
On the average, 7,354,OOO persons were unemployed in this 
period , of which 6,432,OOO were members of primary families-- 
family heada, wives, or other relativea. Of these unemployed 
people in families, 70.3 percent w$%te in families where aome- 
one else was employed. BLS began to publish quarterly dat3 
on this subject in 1977. c 

These data show that not all the unemployed are sole 
breadwinne-r-s for themselves -or--othe-rs-,-- -But--it would bra-- --------I --- - -’ .___ __ -- -- _.---- _ __--- 
mistake to dismiss the seriousness of the unamployment be- 
falling people other than heads of houseilolds. Many of 
these unempltiyed are hoping to supplement the low wages of 
the family head or to replace the wages lost by the family 
head during that person’s illness, unemployment, or l>bor 
dispute. Others are trying to pay for education or are try- 
ing to establish a good foundation fdr adult and independent 
living. Of the unemployed in 1976, 1,701,OOO (23 percent) 
were 16 to 19 years of age. L/ 

The data to describe the financial situation of t’he un- 
employed are not provided regularly. (The available data 
were designed to count people who had not worked but were 
looking for work, without reference to the employment terms 
they wanted or the reasons they aough: work.) Uncmploymen t 
counts of persons do not note wages and cslaries earned by 
others in the household or family, nonlabor income sources, 
or the stock of assets. 

In addition, some of the unemployed can receive several 
forms of income assistance. If they were laid off from joba 
at which they got the required amount of covered work experi- 
ence, unemployed persons are eligible for unemployment com- 
pensa tion. (Of course, all entrants and reentranta to the 
labor market are ineligible, and over the last 10 years they 
have been one-third to two-fifths of the unemployed.) The 
unemployment compensation received by el 1qible persons is 
usually over 5fl !)ercet:t of statewide average weekly wages 
for the duration of payments, although this amount varies 
from State to State. Since unemployment compensation is not 
taxable, actual replacement rates are higher than gross re- 
placement rates. Net replacement rates will vary depending 
on previous wages and benefits, State minimums and maximums, 
taxes, and costs of working. In addition, as the result of 
collective-bargaining agreements, some workers receive sup- 
plementary unemployment benefits. 

,  

1 

i 

-w- -  .  

- -m-w s-m- 

l/Ibid. - ---- 
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While unemployment compensation is received irrespective 
of financial status, other income assistance, such as Food 
Stamps or Aid to Families with Dependent Children (APDC), is 
available to persons qualifying by low income and need. Some 
economists, notably Martin Feldstefn, have suggested that un- 
employment compensa:ion payments and other public income rc- 
placement programs encourage the unemployed to delay ‘aking 
jobs or to remain in the unemployed labor force cat .‘:y ( 
rather than dropping out of the labor force. They quc! that 
this has caused unemployment to be voluntarily prolonged and 

_ -. .--- -. - --- the-m-easured- rate to be higher,---In thmi-s-argument, unempfoyrrtont---- -.- 
is c preferable state for some-- paying some of the el iqfblo 
nsarly as much unemployment compensation as wage income and 
definitely paying them more than being not in the labor force. 
Estimates of the magnitude of this situation on the unemploy- 
ment rate vary from 0.2 percent to 1.25 percent. The values 
of the numbers are sensitive to the loyal of unemployment. 

In addition, Kenneth W. Clarkson ‘and Roqer E. Meiners 
have proposed that changes in eligibility requirementa for 
food stamps and some welfare programs; programs designed to 
alleviate economic hardship, have contributed to higher’ 
measured unemployment. I/ These programs have recently in- 
stituted requirements that recipients register with the em- 
ployment service as available for work. BLS counts roqis- 
tration aa looking for work, which is part of the unemploy- 
ment definition. Some of these registrants would othcrwiso 
be considered not in the labor force. 

Another reason the number or rate of unemployed persons 
represents econoriic hardship poorly is that the experience 
of unemp!oymcnt is short for most people. In 1976, 38.3 per- 
cent of the unemployed had been out of jobs fewer than 
5 weeks. The length of completed spells has usually been 
short-- 5 to 7 weeks. Ihe average duration of unemployment 
reported monthly for the unemployed is far longer than this 
because a portion of the unemployed experience very long 
spells (27 weeks and more) of unemployment. This portion 
varies over the business cycle. In 1974 only 7.3 percent of 
the unemployed experienced 27 weeks of unemployment although 
in 1375, 15.2 percent had that experience and in 1976, 
------------ 

i/Kenneth W. Clarkson and Roger I?. Ksiners, ‘Government 
Statistics as a Guide to Economic Policy: Food Stamps and 
the Spurious Increase in the Unemployment Rates,” Polic_y 
Review, July 1977, pp. 27-51. ------ 
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18.3 percent. l/ Geoffrey H, Moore has developed a "severity 
of unemploymenS” me’asure by multiplying the unemployment 
rate by the average duration of unemployment in weeks and by 
5 days per week. 2/ Because the index moves with both the rate 
and the duration,-it fluctuates more over the cycle than 
either factor alone. The measure does not reflect income. 

Unemployment data are inadequate to represent economic 
hardship for another reason as well. Economic hardship 
occurs to people who are employed or not in the labor force, 
as well as to the unemployed. The monthly CPS reveals that 
the aged, disabled, and female heads of families, some of - .- -..--- 
the very poorest -adtilts, CC dispro.~o~~~a~af~ly--~~t-i-n the - -- 
labor force. All people less than 16 years of age are also 
not in the labor force. 

Many people who have jobs ace paid wages which produce 
less than poverty love1 incomes. Fifty-two weeks of full-time 
employxent in 1976 at tho Federal minimum wagq, $2.30 per 
hour, would yield only $4,784, 
cutoff for a family of four. 

less.than the poverty lovcl 

To clar ffy the eelationship between empl’oyment, unemploy- 
ment , and economic hardship, section 112 of the Comprohonsive 
Employment and Training Act (CETA) requires the Department of 
Labor to construct an annual statistical measure of labor- 
mark;e-related economic hardship. Data collection and re- 
sedrzt? on this subject has begun, but no measure has been 
prop-ad yet . 

Cbtside the Government a measure has been offered--the 
Emplo,“Kent and Earnings.Inadequacy Index. J/ Dcviscd by Sac 
Levit.:cl and Robert Taggar t, this index attempts to count all 
pe:sc:.:s in the labor market who face employment and income 
problocns. It sums together unemployed persons; discourage4 
workerat family heads employed full time, full year at less 
than poverty earnings; family heads employed inter,nittently 
at less than poverty earnings; and per Tons employed part 
time involuntarily at less than poverty earnings--exempting 
w----m 

l/U.§. Dept. of Labor, 
No. 1, Table 143 and ~gpO~~~~~;~~~sq~~.vol* 23f 

Z/Geoffrey H. Moore, How Full is Full EmeloEent?, American 
Enterprise Institute~or~u6iic~ofic7T iiesezc6, Washing- 
ton, D.C., 1973, pp. 17-22. 

2/Sar A. Levitan and Robert Taggart, “Do Out Statistics 
Measure the Real Labor Market Hardships?“, American Sta- 
tistical Association Annual Meeting, Boston, Massachusetts, 
August 23, 1976. 
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all .” tudenta ages 16 to 21 and person8 65 and older, It sub- 
tracts #ram these group8 all the individual8 in households 
which had above-average income8 in the previous year in an 
attempt to account for those people who had sources of income 
to ameliorate an earnings 1068. The index is calculated for 
March 1974 in table 3 on the following page. As constructed 
and as moderated by the income history, the unemployed account 
for only one-fourth of the persons with inadequate employment 
and earnings. 

- -  
__ -  _ _.-_--. .  - - - - -  __-_-_.. _ -e-e- 

- - - - - -  - -  _ _ _.--- 
_ . . -  .  - - .  -^.- - . -  _- - - .  

This index cannot be constructed more often than once a 
year at present because only in March of each year are both 
:nc%nc and employment data collected from the CPS sample. 
The income data refer8 to income for the previous year and 
arc matched with unemployment in the f irat week of March. 
The index has components in it which are debatable, such as 
Jiccouraged workers. A poverty line earnings Cutoff is chal- 
lenged as irrelevant or insufficient ‘by some. 

In the 1968 “Manpower Report of the President,” the De- 
partment of Labor proposed a “8Ubemployment index” in pursuit 
of some of the hardship concerns. It combined all persons 
who had bacn unemployed for 15 weeka or more during the year 
and all who had worked full time a full year but had earned 
less than $3,000. The “subemployment rates” for 1961 and 
19G6 were about 2-l/2 times the unemployment rates. This 
index was an attempt to develop a Federal “hardship” measure, 
but because of different opinion8 about subemployment con- 
cppts, the index ha8 not been widely accepted. 
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Data are provided annually on the numbers of famil ie3 in 
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different income classes and the numbers falling below the 
several cutoff levels suggested as representing economic 
hardship. These cutoffs include the annual poverty level3 
for different family sizes, 
budget , 

the low level standard family 
and various percentages of median family income. 

None of these income measures are related to employment or 
labor force status. 
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Information specifically dbout the income sources of 
unemployed ind ividur,ls or households with unemployed persons 
has been difficult to obtain. Questions were added to the 
spring 1976 CPSs to report on the income available from all 
~urccs to houscholdv 31-J inJ ividuals. This will answer 
quentions about both th* employed and unemployed when avail- 
able in 1977 and 1978. 

SOCIAL, STRESS INDICATOR _l*-l------_----_nsi’ 

- ..- . _.._~___ _ _ _ _ Unemploymen-t ._mo-an2-the J O>JS o f income and unwi 11 inq idle- 
ness. However, in addition, because j5eoplc-Pire mot&ate&-by------~ 
hopes and cxpec tat ions, the experience of unemployment may 
mean maze to them than the interruption gf labor and a loss 
of wnqei:. Social scientists tread cautiously in suqqestinq 
how uncnploymcnt contributes to social disturbances and ’ 
stress. Certain kinds of antisocial activities, such as 
shosl i ft i:q or robbery, could perhaps be exolaine\? amora\ly 
in simple economic models as the result of opportunity, low 
risk, and low income. But other problems, such as increiises 
in suit ide, card iovascular mortal ity , or admissions to mental 
hospitals, may be inexplicable without recagntzing the ntti- 
tudes and expectations of people in compl icatod ways. 

The scientists debate whether tha loss of income means 
pcoplc do not wok tho medical and counseling help that 
would prevent or ullevinte mental or physical illness or 
tirlcther the loss of income or the loss of status places 
people under mental and physical stresses that make them ill 
cc v!olent, In both cases, clear d.ifferences in social 
behavior are obviously related to economic cycles and to fn- 
cccasos in unemployment. William F. Oqburn noted these as 
lonq ago as 1923. i/ Thoeo relationship8 suggest using un- 
employment as a social indicator. 

A 1971 study done by M. Harvey Brenner examined the 
relationship between several social variables and unemploy- 
ment. 2/ New York State data revealed that inpatient and 
outpatient v isf to to S@Verid general hoapital8 increa8ed 
when unemployment incraasadt admissions to mental hospitals 
also increased. Both mart iages and divorcee increased due inq 

J/William F. Oqburn, “The Fluctuations of Business a8 Social 
Forces ,” Social Forces, 1, January 1923, pp. 73-78. 

2/M. Harvey Brenner , Time Series Analysis of Relationships - w-s 
Between Selected Eco%6~‘~d’S~~al Indi~~~~~;-U. S. Dept. 
Z-GG~---- Manpower~nIet~~L~-T~~----- 
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economic recessions, as did birth r’ates. Enrollment and 
cegistration in educational institutions and enlistment in 
the Armed Forces increased. I) 

Indicators of crime show increases during economic 
downturns and decreases dur inq upturns. This is true for 
three different indicators: the reporting of crimes, ia- 
prisonment at State and Federal institutions, and homicides. 
Interestingly, releases from prison also occur more often in 
downturns. This could mean that former inmates are released 
Into a discouraqinq job market when the return to crime would 
be more attractive. 

_ . - _ _ - . . _ -------- A- t-976 study--per-formed--for the-Joint -Econom-ic Comm-it-tee------- ----- 
by Brenner found that seven indexes OP social stress--total 
mortality, homicide, suicide, cardiovascular-renal d iseaso 
mortal I ty , cirrhosis of the liver mortality, total State fm- 
pr isonment , and State mental hospital admissions--all rose ’ 
when unemployment increased. 1,’ Two other economic variables-- 
per capi ts income and the rate of inflation--were also 
examined, but the relationships were not as clear or pre- ’ 
dictable. National g,ta, as well ds selected State data, ’ 
primarily from 1940-73, were examined. Since the stresses 
of unemployment were not always expected to produce immediate 
index changes, the effects were examined over periods of up 
to 5 years following the year of increased unemployment. 

This evidence indicates that changes in the unemployment 
rate arc associated with changes in the incidence of several 
sot is1 problem8. The mechanisms by which unemployment ag- 
gravates social problems are unknown, however, and the 
greater causes of these problems are not necessarily un- 
employment . Increases in the unemployment rate may lead to 
increases in the problems, but none of t’he problems z:rc ex- 
pected to go away at lower unemployment rates. 

Public policy measures to alleviate the distress of un- 
employment have been, in one sense, massive. Expend i tures 
on unemployment assistance for 1975 were on the order of 
$20 billion, about four times greater than if unemployment 
had been 5 percent. 2/ HEW estimated in October 1975 that 
income assistance through AFDC; AFDC-Unemployed Fathers, Food 
--*s B-s 9-----m 

t/M. Harvey Brenner, @timatinq the Social Cos_ts. of Nations1 
Economic Pol icy:T--- ----em- Irnmit”i?inZ- fo?-GZX-ana Pr*ic’a’r---.- -m-T----.*----------- --- 
Health, and Criminal AqEesslon, study for the Congres- 
&%a1 Jornt-Ec~n~mr~-Cornmittee, Cctober 26, 1976. 

2/Employment and Training Report of the President, Transmitted 
to the Congress 1976, pg. 36. 
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Stamps, and Medicaid would be $6.8 billion greater in 1375 
than if unemployment had been 5 percent. lJ But in another 
sense, the effect of these transfers in replacing lost labor 
income, the measures fall far short. Edward M. Gramlich has 
estimated that the transfer system as a whole replaces 
slightly less than one-third of the labor income lost by 

c 
male-headed poor families and sliqhtly more than half for 
female-headed poor families. 2/ 

_. -- _-_- _--. - _.- These income transf.ers al.so_do not. replace..th.e-.l_ost. __ __ .____ 
social status, the companionship and identity of work, or 
the certainty and stability of family and social roles. The 
loss of an individual’s investment in training and seniority 
or the delay in acquiring training and seniority are real 
costs to the individual as well The frustrations and 
disappointments of loss of employment or inability to get 
stable employment discourage strong labor force attachments 
and regular work habits for many people. 

The unemployment rate is not, however, an efficient and 
a complete measure of the level and change in social stress. 
When policy choices aimed at social problems are outlined, 
the lack of information about how unemployment contributes 
to these problems for different people would make decisions 
about priorities difficult and program design uninformed. 

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS -- 

While the arguments about the ability of the unemploy- 
ment definitions to describe joblessness cant inue, other 
controversies about the unemployment rate have accelerated 
in recent years. New and greater demands for accuracy in 
the data have developed as the rates are used to activate 
1 arge-scale Federal spending programs and apportion Federal 
funds among States and localities. 

Four of the primary technical criticisms of the un- 
employment rate are the accuracy of State and local small 
area unemployment rates, the seasonal adjustment formulas, 
census undercounts, and response bias (household respondent 
or interviewer error). To the extent these problems exist, 
the rates fail to distinguish different degrees of local 

l/U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of 
the Assistant Secretary of Planning and Evaluation, Office 
of InccMe Security, The Cyclical Behavior of Income Transfer 
Programs: A Case S t*-of the-Corrent&%ss~~~chni~i- --- 
Analysis Paper No. 7, Washington, D.C., Octo~erl975, pg. 3. 

Z/Ibid, pg. 29. -- 
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problems, to represent changes over the year, to provide the 
right factors for expansion of the sample to represent the 
populazion, and to as&gn people to their correct labor force 
categories . 

.._--. ------- 

J 
Titles I, IX, and VI of CETA and the recently legislated 

=-Public Works Employment Act of 1976 allocate funds according 
to local levels and numbers of unemployed people. Some 

-. ___ --t.l_.tJ_e -1. funds nre distr~ibuted by n-formula -wherein -3-7i-5- -per-- -- --- ----- 
cent of the funds are awarded to the State and local groups, 
talled prime sponsors, according to their relative share3 of 
U.S. unemployment. Title 11 (public service emp?.oyment) 
divides its funds among eligible areas according to the 
:elative numbers of unemployeir people in each area. The 
criterion for eligibility is an unemployment rate of 
6.5 percent or more for 3 conseckctive mon -hs. Ti tie VI 
(emergency jobs) funds are al located ty 5 three-part formula 
using total volume of unemployment and eligibility levels of 
4.5 and 6.5 percent. The two ti tles of the Public Works Em- 
ploqent Act also determine eligibility with respect to local 
rates above 4.5 percent, 6.5 percent, end t.i-e national rate. 

The Department of Labor has been required to provide 
these local data for States, the components of labor market 
areas, and the more than 400 prime sponsors of CETA and the 
larger number of State and loyal governments potentially eli- 
gible under the Public Works t;mployment Act. The methodology 
relies on a combination of a derived method, ;Jhic!l starts from 
unemployment- insurance data , and CPS averqe yearly estimates 
fOi the areas where available. The derived method, called 
the modified 70-step method, produces State estimates by a 
series of steps starting from numbers about unemployment 
compensation eligibility. The State estimates are not com- 
parable before these procedures becausst llnemployment compen- 
sation eligibility varies significantly from Sate to State. 
Efforts are being made to standardize the procrdures and 
definitions of the States. Since 1974 the data derived in 
this way have been benchmarked each year from annual CPS 
data. In this methodology, the modified 70-step method is 
relied upon primarily to estimate monthly changes in un- 
employment between benchmarks, but the estimates are weighted 
by correction factors from the annual. benchmarking. 

The CPS sample size was sufficiently large in 27 States, 
30 standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSAs), and 
11 large cities to provide direct, independent benchmarks 
for 1974 and 1375. The other 23 States were also bench- 
marked to CPS but in a less direct method. An expansion of 
the sample size, to about 56,000 to 57,000 eligible house- 
holds, was made in 1976 mainly in rural States. (The national 
estimates for 1976 and 1977 did not incorporate this sample 
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expansion. ) The 1976 benchmarks for all 50 States and 
Washington, D.C., available in 1977, are direct benchmarks. 

BLS is exploring further expansion of the sample to get 
more frequent State data. Its goal is to produce monthly 
datat but it believec there are problems getting the funds. 

The levels of accuracy presently possible in State and 
_ _.~_ ..- _... -.--.. _ lp_c_rl_l_sp~-~ll..es!:imateq are-not as high-as in the national . _ __ __._ 

estimates because of the smaller- samnie sizes. 
An ar.eir i’s .-_--._ -._ - _ - -. 

,onsidered to have a large enough sample trJ be reasonably 
accurate and to be independently benchmarked if its un- 
employment rate has a relative error (standard error divided 
by sample estimate) of 10 percent or less at one standard 
error. This means there is a one in three chance that the 
sampling error is higher than 10 percent. It means, for 
example , that there is a one in three chance that an estimate 
falling exactly at the eligibility level of 6.5 percent is 
actually somewhere outside an interval between 5.9 and 
7.1 percent. If the true rate is above 6.5 percent, no 
misallocation of resources under the Lunding programs has 
occurred. If the true rate is beiljw 6.5 percent, a “wrong” 
allocation has been made. 

Only a few of the area estimates fall in the ranges 
below the point of eligibility which indicate this possible 
error, and in many cases the ranges are smaller because of 
smaller sa,..?ling errors. Most area eatimates are not the 
result of sampling, but rather are the result of the syn- 
thetic procedures of the modified hendbook methodology. 
Consequently, BLS cannot determine the accuracy of these 
estimates. 

Accuracy for local unemployment statistics matters in 
other parts of the formulas as weli. In some parts, funds 
are distributed according to the share of total unemployment 
located in an area. Errors in estimate’s of numbers are 
likely to occur and to lead to mistakes in allocation shares 
as well as determination of eligibility. 

The demands for timely and accurate State and l.xal un- 
employment rates have accelerated as the programs using them 
have grown in number and funding. The changing and develop- 
ing procedures for providing this data have unfortunately 
produced winners and losers ir! the division of funds each 
year, The change from reliance on the 70-step method alone 
to using the benchmarks provided important changes. The 
estimation of employment changed from a “jobs by place of 
work” basis to a “persons by place of residence” basis. This 
affects the counts in places with substantial multiple job 
holding and substantial commuting to work. The estimation 
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of unemployment changed because of adjustments for State- 
to-State differences in eligibility for unemployment com- 
pensation. These methodological revisions, which are 
questioned by some localities , when combined with the rela- 
tively high levels of acceptable statistical error, combine 
to create many controversies. State and local unemployment 
rate determination will be a significant part of the work 
of the Ngtional Commission on Employment and Unemployment 
Statistics. 

_ __._ 
- _ __.._ .-.--- --- ---- -. The-vi-sib-iIity.of the unemployment rhie, especially -in .‘- -------- -. - 

times of high unemployment, means that there is great inter- 
est in even the smallest changes of the rate. While the 
actual numbers of employed and unemployed persons found in 
CPS and the resulting uncmploy?ent rate are reported, the 
quoted and analyzed number is a “seasonally adjusted” number. 
The seasonat adjustment process tries to factor out or put 
into perspective the variations in labor force participation 
,:lcl work which occur over the year from school calendars, 
holidays, crop cycles, model changes, and bad weather. On 
the basis of past experience, estimates are made of regular 
seasohal pat terns. 

! 

Errors possible in the seasonal adjustments, however a 
could affect the timing of small changes in the reported 
rates. The X-11 seasonal adjustment methods used since 1973 
are an adaptation oE the ratio-to-moving average method. 
Each year, factors for each month of the upcoming year are 
calculated based on the lahor force data for the most recent 
g-year period . Allowa,nce is made in the methodology for 
changing seasonal patterns, such as the movements of Easter 
or when school years are lengthened or changed. Factors are 
actually calculated for 12 labor force groups--males and 
females, 16 to 19 and 20 years and older, in unemployment, 
agricultural employment, and nonagr iculturhl employment. The 
factors are calculated and announced in January for the up- 
coming year to assure that everyone will know what to expect. 
(They are published in the February issues of Employment and 
Earnings. ) No changes in the factors or methodology are made 
in midyear because of the possible political overtones. 

In 1975, however, when the seasonally adjusted rate for 
June fell to 8.6 from 9.2 in May (before revision), the 
seasonal methodology received an unusual amount of attention. 
The revisions of 1975 data and the factors being used for 
1976 in-zorporatc an adjustment in the methodology. The 
earlier b*ethosology, called mu1 tip1 icative, assumed that the 
seasonal cnanges in al 1 12 of the data series moved as a pro- 
portion of the levels of the series. An alternative method- 
ology, the additive methodology, assumes that the magnitude 
of the seasonal increase or decrease is essentially constant 
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without regard to the level of the series. Earlier studies 
about the appropriate methodology for each group had indicated 
that the multiplicative methodology was preferable for all. 
New studies, however, indicated that teenage unemployment had 
behaved primarily in an additive pattern since 1967, and the 
methodology was changed for these 2 of the 12 groups. The 
revised 1975 monthly rates are altered by this methodology 
so that t&e June 1475 rate fell only 0.2 of a percentage 
point, from 8.9 percent in May to 8.7 percent in June. Under 
both methodologies, the annual rate is 8.5 percent for 1975 
but -the-pattern- of movements over --the -year- is--changed-:. -.. .._ . -_. .___ 

While the May to June 1975 changes are more dramatic 
than most, they illustrate the importance of seasonal ad- 
justment factors in the search for information about move- 
ments in the economy. 

One possible source of error in calculating the unemploy- 
ment rate is the independent estimates of population totals 
and population subgroups used to weight the survey popula- 
tion to make it representative of the Nation. These esti- 
mates, provided by the decennial censuses, are used to cal- 
culate ratio estimators to apply to the survey numbers before 
expanding them to a national scale. 

Differences in basic characteristics, such as age, race, 
sex, and residence, are related to labor force categories. 
The Bureau of the Census believes that the 1960 and 1970 
censuses missed about 5 million people each. While more 
whites than blacks were missed, the proportion of &lacks 
missed was higher. The error rate was also higher for men 
than for women. 

The weighting and expansion of the CPS sample is per- 
formed in two stages. In the first stage, the sample, which 
is divided into four regions, is expanded by ratio estimators 
which reflect that region’s measured population totals in the 
1970 census. In the second stage, adjustments are made for 
the changes in the population composition since 1970. (A 
partial acknowledgement of the undercount has been made in 
the methodology of the second stage since 1974.) 

The national unemployment rate is probably unaffected 
by the undercount. It would take a very high undercount rate, 
combined with an even higher unemployment rate among the un- 
counted persons, to make a significant difference in the 
national rate. ‘I’he numbers of persons employed, unemployed, 
an-1 not in the labor force could be in error as- a result of 
being expanded by too small a factor, but may not necessarily 
be out of proportion. 
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In smaller local areas, however, the undercount may be 
more of a problem. It has been suggested that the undercount 
is higher in crowded urban poverty areas and sparsely popu- 
lated rural areas. If this is true, the ratio estimators 
used in producing local unemployment rates and counts for 
these areas may be more in error than the national ratio 
estimators. Special efforts are planned for the 1980 census 
to reduce the undercount errors. ‘c 

A quality control program designed to monitor the per- 
formance 9f_the-CPS-lnterviswers conductsreinteriiew% with' 

__ ___ 
-.--- ..-.--- __ ._ _ -- .- _ _.-..-. a fraction of the CPS respondents each month. The find inqs 

are not incorporated in the published data (because of time 
limitations) but do provide a superior data source in which 
response bias , a particular form of measurement error, is 
revealed . 

*  

The reinterview data source is probably superior for 
two reasons: (1) the use of more experienced interviewers 
to do the checking and (2) the greater number of self- 
respondents. Original interviewers are instructed to inter- 
view only a knowledgeable member of the household (usually a 
housewife) , but reinterviewers are specifically instructed 
to reach the person about whom the questions #ore asked. 
This process reveals the response bias. 

Response biases occur in complete household censuses as 
well as samples. They are persistent biases which result 
from the interview and enumeration process itself. They are 
based on lack of information or misunderstandings on the 
part of the respondents about the questions or in enumerator 
error in reporting the responses. The Bureau of the Census 
is continually working on this problem, as in the quality 
control program itself, but the program does reveal that 
accepting a proxy respondent produces an understatement of 
both employment and unemployment. The proxy may easily be 
uninformed of the job-seeking or occasional work activities 
of others in the household, and the result is a misclassifica- 
tion of persons as not in the labor force. (It also may re- 
flect difficulty with the definition of looking for work.) 

Alfred Tella’s recent research n cyclical behavior of 
this problem suggests that the misclassification results in 
an understatement of unemployment , which increases during 
periods of high joblessness. .1,/ While it is hoped that 
---v---w- 

&/Alfred Tella, Methods for Manpower Analysis, No. 11, The ----- 
W. E. Upjohn Institze,‘xprif 1976, pp. I-23. 
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response bias as a percentage of the rate will decline through 
methodological improvements, information about itc approximate 
size at any time should be known in designing any programs 
meant to be all encompassing. 

SUMMARY ----- 

For the unempl&ment rate alone to be the employment 
social indicator, its definitions of enplofient and unemploy- 

.--merit-should capture-al-J--changes in labor force--utili-zatio~,- - - 
economik hardship, and social stress. It shoulci answer com- 
pletely all questions about employment oppcrtunities and 
employment exper iences. It would be simplifying if, in turn, 
all rate changes meant changes in an identifiable dimension 
of employment or unemployment S As unemployment is defined 
now, changes can occur in utilization, economic hardship, 

’ and social stress which are not captured in the indicator 
I and the indicator can fluctuate for reasons which have little 

direct relationship to the underlying social well-being. 
1 Moreover, the unemployment rate has nothing to say about the 

quality of a job. 

The employment and unemployment statistics program has 
several strengths , and its products meet many criteria of 
good social indicators. The products are derived from na- 
tional surveys having extensive and representative coverage 
of the population. The definitions and methodology are uni- 
formly appl fed and have bee:, worked out through debate, 
examination, and scientif!c and statistical testing. To 
achieve this uniform app’.ication; objective cr itor ia are 
used for classifying perdons as employed, unemployed, or no? 
in the labor force. 

The data are collected in an established, frequent, :,.! 
speedily processed survey. While the most visible produc!. 
is the unemployment rate, that rtumber is obtained within in 
mu1 tiquestion framework which produced other month1 y numr:ers 
and addit ional quarterly and annual numbers. As a packaqt? , 
these numbers answer many questions about the employment dnd 
unemployment experiences. They describe who is employed and 
unemployed and where (geographically, industrially, and occu- 
pationally) they are employed or unemployed. They say some- 
thing about labor market demand and supply. They say some- 
what leas about why people are unemployed and what that un- 
employment means in terms of income hardship and social 
stress. They report wage and earnings data but they provide 
very limited information about the job3 people hold or what 
people do during unemployment. 
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Additional information and improved informatfon is be- 
coming available. An expansion of the survey to increase 
the number of States whose employment rates meet acceptable 
statistical criteria has occurred, and others are proposed. 
Additional information about the income of employed and un- 
employed persons will be available as a byproduct of the 
1976 Survey of Income an* Education. This survey asked 
extensive questions abou: diffarent income sources for 
families and individuals. _ _ _ _- - ..- . . -.-__ - -- ----- _~ -- __ __._. -_-. -.-- - - .__ 

Longitudinal studies which report changes in individual 
labor market and income statuses ovar time will provide better 
information and perspective about the frsquency and longrun 
effects of work and income changes. Data for this type of 
study is becoming available from the Ncrtional Longitudinal 
Surveys collected jointly by Herbert Parnes at Ohio State 
University, the &?partment of Labor, and the fiureau of the 
Cenbus and from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics collected 
at the Survey Research Center of the University of Hichigan. 

Other survey programs with different survey designs, 
however, provide data about working conditions. The amount 
of data available from CPS, the establishment survey, Govern- 
ment program reporta, and other surveys is vest, but th?ce 
are still several problems in representing employment con- 
cerns. Some of thoar? arise in the different opinions about 
definitions, some arise in the technical complexities of 
surveying and reporting, and some arise in insufficient 
data, The National Comm!ssion on Employment and Uncmploy- 
ment Statistics has been established to examine many of 
these problems. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TOWARD A SYSTEM OP EMPLOYMENT INDICATORS ---u__-- P---------w- 

This chapter reviews existing employment indicator 
reports, discusses issues in designing a report, and pro- 
poses employment statistics for a report. Employment data 
set ies * while not meetir@all conceptual and technical de- 
mands, are better developed and better acclpted than many 
social statistics series. In 1946 the Employment Act (Pub1 ic __ - -. .-. _- -. -.. Law79;304]- stated -that-maxI-mu-m employment’ was a -publld go&-l------ 
for which the Federal Government had a responsibility. The 
act established the Joint Economic Committee and the Council 
of Economic Advisors to monitor economic activity and propose 
actions, In analyzing economic activity, the unemployment 
rate became an important and highly visible data series. It 
has satisfied many definitions of a social indicator. 

I 
’ Nonetheless, many concepts needed to make decisions about 

obtaining fuller employment or better employment remain un- 
clear, and further research is necessary. While the debates 
and studies cant inue, existing data can be used to evaluate 
the developing models and theories and to understana events. 
CPS and the establishment payroll survey, among others, pro- 
duce several hundred thousand data series for the Nation 
monthly, qunrterly, and annually. Aeeeasment and organization 
of the available data from the perspective of! measuring social 
well-being can contribute to that rerjearch and thinking. 

The Senate Comm’ittee on Human Resources has legislative 
jurisdiction over several budget functions directed at em- 
ployment or affected by employment levels. Table 4 lists 
some of the Committee’s employment budget functions and 
programs. As discussed earlier , employment p.?d unemployment 
can also be shown to be correlated with many health and 
social stress problems not included in the table, 

EXAMINING OTHER SYSTEMS w-s------ 

Many data series qualify as social indicators. Con- 
centrating on a few of the millions of data series is neces- 
sary to make the data understandable. It is useful to examine 

4 
other social indicator studies and data banks before making 
specific recommendations. 
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Table 4 ---em 

_. --- 

Selected Committee on Human Resources 
BG~FunctlonsHa~6$~~-%;1 s -- 
- or Affected bfimploIiiient LI$$~~~’ --w------ --------- - 

/ 
k 

Budget 
function --- Program -- w-e _ ..- - _ . _ - ---- _~ -- ________ - -.- - - ..----.-- _ _.-..-- -~--- _ _ _ -. -- -- 

451 Community development: 
Community Services Program 

502 Higher education: 
Student Loan Insurance Fund 

504 Employment and training : 
Program administration, employment, and I I training programs 
Temporary employment assistance 
Employment and training assistance 
Community Service Employment for Older 

Amec icans 

505 
603 

Grants to States for unemployment insurance 
and employment services 

Other employment and training services 
Unemployment insurance: 

Railroad unemployment benefits 
Federal unemployment benefits and allowances 

In one study underway, the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) is working on a Social 
Indicator Development Program. Specifically, OECD has been 
working since mid-1976 to develop a survey which measurea 
levels and distribution of well-beinq. Before designing the 
survey, OECD attempted to compose a list of social concerns 
common to most member countr fee. One of the identified goal 
areas was employment and quality of working life. In that 
goal area, the concerns and indicators listed in table 5 
were identified. Some of the concerns are not matched by 
indicators because of difficulty in finding or agreeing upon 
representative series. Several OECD members, the On i ted 
Kingdom, France, West Germany, and Japan, have been publish- 
ing or working on national social reports which have had 
employment and work life concerns. 
--1-----m 

L/Report of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, 
Presenting its Views and Estimates Pursuant to the Con- 
gressional Budget Act, Public Law 93-344, 94th Congress, 
2nd Session, March 1976. 

1 
j -- 
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!/Organization for economic Cooperation and Development, 
Social Indicator Development Programme, 2nd Meetinq Common 
Development Effort No. 13a, working document “Comprehensive 
SurveyIH pg. 90. 
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In the United Statca, the Statistical Policy Division, 
Off ice of Management and Budget, wrote and compiled “Social 
Indicators 1973,” which describes itself as a book of sta- 
tistics “* l l selected and organized to describe social 
conditions and trends in the United States.” Employment was 
one of the eight major social areas examined. Within “Em- 
ployment ,” broad areas of social intsrqt were identified. 

1. Employment opportunities. ._ _. - - -..- _. -- -- --.-.----- _. _- .__. .-.- ---- __.___.. --- .- - 
____.__-- 2.. &Mltty of employment life. 

--Job satisfaction. 

--Working conditions, 

Thu specific data $eries included in “Employment” arc? listed 
in table ‘5. The data were presented in charts end qraphs as 
well as tabloa. 

A second and revised edition of “Social Indicators*, 
issued in December 1977, contahs a chapter entitled *Work" 
which has expanded it8 content0 .rnd changed the subcategories. 
This chapter is divided into five parts 8 
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Table 6 m--w- 

- .-- ----- __ 

f 

Focial Indicators in the “kn~~o m_nnt” em-- 
Ccxii&tc of-“S~~Ii~~E~ors -.-Lmr 9 

Employment opportunities: 
4.1 Unemployment rates, 1947-72, by duration 
4.2 Unemployment rates, by race, 1948-72 
4.3 Unemployment ratoar by age, sex, and race, 1954-72 
4.4 Unemployment fates, by education 5 1 attainment, 

1964-72, by ago and IBCB 
- d-. 5 - Um?q&oymen~-r at-,. by occupation ,-.- L9_32-.- _ _ 

4.6 Persons with unemployment, by number of spells of 
unemployment, 1971 

4.7 Composition of the unemployed, 1940-70, by aqe and 
sex 

4.8 Composition of the unemployed, by occupation, 1972 
4.9 Unemployed per sons, by reason for unemployment, 1972 
4.10 if.iddcn unem’ployment, by reason and by sex, 1972 
4.11 Labor force, participation rates, 1946-72, by sex 
4.12 Labor force participation rates, by aqe, race, and 

sex, 1934-72 
6.13 Labor Porte participation rates of women, 1950-72, 

by prewsnco and age of children 
4.14 Occupation of employed persons, 1950 and 1970, by 

sex and race 

Qua1 lty of employment lrfo 

Job satisfactlonr 
4.17 Job flatlafaction, by major aspect8 of the jot), 

1969 and 1973 
4.18 Job satisfaction, by selectcrl Acmoqraphic chslrac- 

tacistice, 1973 
Workiny conditions: 

d. 19 Median earnings, 1956-71, by race and sex 
6.20 Median earnings, by major occupation croup, 1963-71 
4.21 Median earnings, by occupation, sexI and race, 1971 
4.22 Workers covered by employee benefit plans, 1950-70 
4.23 Avccaqe weekly houra worked, 1943-72 
4.fd Time, distance, and mode of transportation to work, 

1963 and 1970 
4.25 Pccsons receiving paid vacations, 1966 and 1970, 

by length of v&cat ion 
4.26 Persons receiving 2 oc more weeks of vacation, Z-year 

overages, 1959-60 to 1969-70, by years of wrvicc 
4.27 Average number of paid ho1 idays, 2-year averages, 

1959-60 to 1969-70 
4.28 Work injuries, 1950-70, by industry 
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1. “Economic Activity and Employment.” 

2. “Unemployment.” 

3. “The Conditions and Quality of !+Ork.” 

4. “Pub1 ic Percept ions.” 

5. “International Comparisons.” < 
The contents ace listed in table 7. Most or” the data series 
are taken from publications of the Department-of--&abFsr or the _ _.-..-- _.__-- -- Bureau of the Census. 

_..-_-- - ---- 
A small number ___-. - ace from nonqo*#ernment 

or international sources. 

Several concepts appear identically in the three Lists, 
and others are variations ‘of basically the same concepts-. 
All three 1 ists have data series which reveal labor force 
status. All three distinguish between full- and part-time 
employment and iriclude scjme accident and injury data, earn- 
ings data, hours worbzi data, and holiday and vacation data, 
In the compi1atior.s for the United States, dctdil is pro- 
vided about age, race, sex, and occupational differcrces. 
Some data categories in the “Employment” chapter of cne OECD 
publication are in other sections of “Social Indicators”-- 
for example, travel time to work or benefits coverayc. The 
differences fn content3 and qroupinqs often roCIect narronsl 
differences, such as dcmoqraphic homoycneity and drffercnt 
social services systems. 

SELECTING ClMPLOYMENT INUTCATORS --cI----.r----~~~- I ,wII---- 

-This section discusses the problems of dcsiqninq a report 
or a reporting syijtcm. The intent Is to select data series 
which illuminate public concerns about employment and uork- 
inq conditions. Since these concerns may differ for dif fccent 
people and groups in society, a larqe data system will result 
unless decisions ace made about the mo?t important L‘oncecns. 
The larye data system can bc difficult to use and expensive. 
Complete ayreement upon the contents of a 1 imfted list is 
probably impossible, but congruence and consensus arc desir- 
able if the system is to be accepted and used. The lfkel i- 
hood of acceptance is increased if the information incIu4ed 
is chiefly descriptive--“what is,” rather than normativc-- 
“what ought to be.” If potential users disagreed with a 
specific standard for “what ought to be” and the system con- 
tained pr imsr ily that type of data, the system would not SC 
usefu1 to them. People with both hiqhcr .lnd lowor yosls would 
not be helped. r)n the other .nd, 1arJc systems might include 
normative 3ec ios with other data series an a convcntcnce. 

, 
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table 7 -__._- 

8.20 
H.21 

R.22 

8.21 
Y.24 

a.25 
9.16 

9.27 

-- 
I 
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The identification of a few data series as representative 
and useful for understanding social conditions and social 
change is an application of judgment combined with knowledge. 
For example, it requires judgment and knowledge to select 
data series which are measuring social change; to disaggre- 
gate employment statues by race, age, sex, etc.: or to select 
time series of differeni frequencies. 

Knowledge about sot ial condft ions is employed to make 
-judgments abwt the--imper tan-t--social- cond-itf;o-ns-which- should. - - -. -- .- 
be included. Knowledge about the available data is also used 
to develop a data system. Incorporating an individual data 
series in a computerized indicator data bank requires that 
certain decisions be made and certain steps be taken (even 
before the methods of input, storage, and output are estab- 
lished) . The desired data series must be exactly specified. 
The sources of the data must be identified. There must be a 
reasonable expectation that the data will be comparably pro- 
duced in the future at useful frequencies. More specifically, 
each data series must be associated with its data collectio? 
source, a frequency of collection, the historical length of 
the record, and the exact population represented. c 

For example, unemployment rates are available for many 
population groups. The national total rate is only one of 
these rates. Moreover, the national value is specrfir: to a 
point in time. The national unemployment rate record fram 
1948 tcj the p:esent contains about 500 elements vhich are 
monthly, quarterly, and annual rates. The computer must be 
able to identify each in order to produce the one which is’ 
wan ted in any appl ica t ion--November ‘Q76; fourth quar:er 1976; 
or annual average, 1976. 

Many series represent smalior, more syecifically defined 
population groups. For example, the unemplc;ment rate of 
white males, 20 to 64 years of age, married with spouses 
present, is available from CPS, but it has not been available 
as long as the rate for the more general groups. Race data 
did not become available until late 1953, and the marita; 
status data was not available until 1955. (Household rela- 
tionships were not reported until 1963.) 

Documentation for any specific series would resemble the 
example below. 

Series National unemployment rate 
Source CPS: Bureau of Labor Statistics’ “Employment 

and Earnings” 
Frequency Monthly, quarterly, or annually 
Length of 

record 1948 to the present for all three 
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The methods of entry, storage, and output must be 
established. The system designers and users must know how 
the data series of tne system will be collected from the 
providing agencies and processed for storage. Some data 
series are available only in print and will have to be 
entered from a keyboard; others are available in machine 
readable media. The latter must be accompanied by software 
which translates the data series to..the_.?_y_s_.tem’s stpr-a-ge _ _ .- .-.- - -i- ___. -_ -_--. .-;--. __ _ __ 
mode and-into files from which it can be retrieved. To 
decide how to store the data, the system designer will have 
to know the expected size of the system, the need for fre- 
quen t access, and the cost limitations. Output plans will 
try to produce useful, clear displays of the data. 

SUGGESTED DATA SERIES -- ---- 

Examination of available employment data and other em- 
ploymen t indicator repor ta suggests that an employment irdf- 
cator system for congressional use include: 

1. Data series measuring employment status and labor 
force utilization. 

2. Data series describing the distribution of employ- 
men t and unemployment across regions, people, occupa- 
tions, and industr ies. 

3. Data series illustrating the economic and social im- 
pact of employment an3 unemployment, 

4. Data series measuring working conditions and job 
satisfaction. 

The data series for the explanatory variables of large- 
scale macroeconomic models and microeconomic human capital, 
discrimination, and labor market operation models are not 
included. There tire different theories about the structure 
of these models. Some of the data series are the same as 
that above, but the models also include other variables from 
the theories of demand and supply of labor. A panel of ex- 
perts on these models might recommend employment data series 
specifically appropriate to the models. Many of the vari- 
ables from these models are not direct measures of well-being, 
although they affect it. 

Data series on working conditions and job satisfaction 
(category 4) are difficult to interpret. Many are new. They 
are frequently taken from nonreplicated surveys of the popu- 
lation which are not ct?qarable to each other. However, a 
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few quality of employment and job satisfaction surveys which 
have been or are being repeated shoulc: be more useful, The 
data series on worker perceptions and satisfaction are suQ- 
jective measures which can be ambiguous. Interpreting com- 
bined data on physical and subjective aspects of work is 
another challenge. 

The following data series are suggested as initial ele- 
ments in a social ~n_d~~at~~.r_~_syat_S?hfQr--employmen~-cefl~srns.-- I- - 

- _.._ 
-- -The dhta are primarily from CPS and the BLS establishment 

survey. 

1. Numbers of persons in the civilian labor force; not 
in the labor fotcet employedy and unemployed cr?d un- 
employment rates by age, sex, race, household and 
family role, and ethnic origin (Spanish origil.?. 

2. Numbers of employed persons by industry and occuya- 
tion, numbers of unemployed persons by industry and 
occupation of last job, and unemployment rates by 
industry and occupation. 

3. Numbers and percentage distributions of persons un- 
employed by reason for unemployment--job loser, job 
leaver, entrant, or reentrant. 

4, Average duration of unemployment in weeks and a dis- 
tribution of unemployment lengths for all workers 
and youth ages 16 to 19. 

5. State and local counts of the labor force and un- 
employed persons and the area unemployment rates. 

6. Percent of the unemployed seeking full-rime and 
part-t!?? work and percent of the emplcyed working 
full time. 

7. Labor force time lost meteure. 

I 

8. Numbers of multiple-worker households and numbers of 
the unemployed in multiple-worker households. 

9. Numbers and duration of unemployment spells in annual 
work experience of different groups. 

10. Popuiation shares of different demographit* groups 
and their labor force participation rates. 

11. Average weekly earnings of production or non- 
supervisory workers on private payrolls. 

i 

: 
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12. Average hourly earnings of production or nonsuper- 
visory workers on private pa:trolls. 

13. Average weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory 
vorkers or. private payrolls. 

14. Percent of workers receiving seven or more paid 
ho1 idaj S. --.- _.- _ _ .- -. - - _ _ ___._ - - -~. -._ _____._ -- -- -_. _-_-_. -- - -.--__ 

15. Percent of workers receiving 2 or more wooks of paid 
vacation. 

16, Percent of people in differopt demographic qroups 
with work exper ience in the ye&it. 

17. Percent oE workers reporting different degrees of 
overall satisfaction with the job. 

18. Rates of . ncidence of occupat,ional injur ice and 
illnessee. 

These data aerles C; not describe public ot private 
programs concerned with oa,?loyment objectives aa program 
oversight data, mere apecff ically program administration 
dzzta arrd program evaluation data, do. Program data are also 
essential to decisionmaking, but they are not included in a 
general social indicator system. 

Appendix I documents the data series recommended. Other . 
frequencies than the ones specified for the system are often 
available. Frequencies were selected which were intended to 
capture sig!:ificant changes but not overburden the user. As 
specified, the system would take in about 1’10 data vrlues each 
month, 5 additional values each quarter, ar;? 2,500 annually. 

The 7OO,F100 data series produced monthly from CPS are 
identifiable in the CPS Tabulation Outlines. This is a list 
of the tables produced by the Census Eureau for BLS with de- 
scriptions of the detailed table forma::. Each n,onth, the 
results of CPS a1.e sent to BLS in computer printouts, orqan- 
ized according to the table formats in the Tabulation Out- 
lines. ‘rile m&ssive computer printouts for recent monthL7 are 
kept in the Office of Curra:lt Employment Analysis of BLS. 
The older printouts are transferred to microfiche and stored. 
Copies of microfiche tables are available at cost upon re- 
quest, al though with caveats about appropriate usage. Many 
of the data series represent very small population bases for 
which the chance of error is high. Others have unexplained 
fluctuations which make their significance questionable. 

. . 
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Only a portion of the tables and data series are ever 
pub1 ished. The volume of all these tables ia 80 great that 
few would use them regularly enough to justify the expense 
of publication. About 5,000 of the 700,000 data serice ate 
pub1 ished monthly in “Employment and Earnings.” About 
1,800 data series are recorded from 1948 (or other beginning 
dates) on a machine readable file tape which can be purchased 
from BLS. A new reel is available each year--data throuqh 

.>97$ _ig available in 4977 *.-. iSher-e--at8 no-montWy-Upd&te3<--- - - - 
although BLS is developing a system for this. 

BLS also collects and analyzes hours and earnings data 
from the industry employment 8tstistica program through a 
monthly mail survey. Some of the aggregated series are in- 
cluded in the monthly employment situation press release. 
flare of the publishable data is presented monthly in Employ- 
ment and Earnings. The historical data, which begin at dif- 
ferent points and are current through mid-1975, are available 
in printed or computer tape format8 from the Office of DII- 
ployment Structure and Trend8 of BLS. 

The holiday and paid vacation data are collected in BLS 
compensation studies. The 8ource8 of data are a sampla of 
private nonfarm ostabliehments contacted by mail and personal 
interview in even-numbered years. The data are made available 
in press releaees, bulletins, and reports. 

Th, job eatisfaction data are derived from the 1369-70 
Survey cf Working Conditions and the 1972-73 Q:rtaJ - l of Em- 
ployment Survey performed by :& University $2: “*zchigan’s 
Institute for Social Research. The survey8 stir8 supported 
principally by the Employment Standards Administration of 
the Department of Labor. The raw data of the entire survey 
are on computer tape, and appropriate documentation is avail- 
able. Nowever , the eerie8 recommended are available in the 
pub1 ica t ions, “The 1969-70 Surve;- af Working Conditions” and 
“The 1972-73 Quality of Employment Survey.* 

Employers * records on occupational injury and illness, 
required under the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 
1970, are the basis of the data collected on this subject. 
The national data is collected in a Federal-State program 
which samples around 220,000 private employers. Self- 
employed individuals and Federal, State, and local govern- 
ment employees are .zittPd from the survey, The incidence 
rate repreoants the r,umbitr of injuries and illnesses per 
100 full-time workers and is calculated as (N/EH) x 200,000 
where 
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N - number of injuries and illnesses or lost 
workdays . 

EH - total hours worked by all employees during 
calendar year. 

/, 
200,000 6 base for 100 full-time equivalent workers 

(working 40 hours per week, 50 weeks per year), 

--- -- -__ _____ _._ - ~. Some of the suggested data series are in the data banks 
cf .the’ r8rge=8~a~e-‘aconometr ic-mode&s-i--- Howevac+--~e..purpnaa___ - _ 
of these models is to forecast gross levels of economic ac- 
tivity. Sonsequently , the contents in the data banks are 
not focused on human welfare and many social series 8re not 
included . The data banks are available to purchasers of the 
private model’s services. Append ix I matches the suggested 
Indicators with the data series available in modvl data banks. 

Timely updating of a data bank could be done in two ways-- 
entering numbers manually or transferring the numbers, where 
possible, from computer accessible storage, such as tapes or 
online data banks. All the data series which are exactly 
contained in the commercial data banks could be transferred 
to a committee data system. Some, historical data could be 
transferred from data tapes. Other data series could be 
entered at the keyboard from press releases and publications, 
which is how the commercial data banks are updated. 

SUMMARY 

These suggestions include the measures of employment and 
unemployment which are most prominent. However, given the 
objectives of social indicators and the consequent criticism 
of some of the employment statistics, several other seriea 
about working are included. The list can become an opera- 
tional system now because all the statistics-indicators arc 
defined and regular data collection occurs. Sugqestions for 
the contents were made after consideration of related reports, 

A social indicator is developed in a process of percefv- 
ing a problem, defining the measures of the problem, design- 
ing procedures for collecting numbers, and then modifying 
the definition and procedure as a result of experience, 
Similarly, this system should be modified to fit the percep- 
tions of the Committee. The Committee may wish to obtain 
the advice and recommendations of experts on employment sta- 
tistics and social indicators before the system is estab- 
1 ished. The experts may recommend other or additional sta- 
tistics as indicators and different frequencies and demo- 
graphic dieaggregations. 
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i 

_ -- _- _-.-. -_-- -.- 

These statistics can assist decisionmakers by hiqhl tght rng 
social dimensions of employment, including, but not limited 
to, economic dimensions. They can highlight change or lack 
of change in these dimensions. They cannot replace analysis 
I*ut can call attention to subjects which merit analysis. The 
system can direct attention to gaps in what is measured in 
spite of almost overwhelming atatiatical detail. The system 
can alao encourage debates about the operational definitions .-__ _. . zrf present mea$ur~ments;----The speci f &at ib-KS3fmop96t tonal _ .- ----- 

definitions for measurement can be helpful for specifications 
of goals for programs. 
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